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INTRODUCTION

(See Plan I)

The Hemionid will be understood in this paper as the southwest tip of

the Argolid peninsula, a district belonging in antiquity to the city of

Hemiione, Roughly, boundaries by land are with Epidaurus, the line of

mountains nmning from the high mass of Mt« Didymo west to the sea, and

with Troezene, &, line running from the same Mt» Didymo east to the sea»

The precise borders appear to have been in dispute in antiquity and can

no longer be determined with certainty. (See below, 9 ^ IV ol.74

and 75 for Epidaurus, and IG IV^. 77 Troezen0; cf, also Apollo Horius

and the comments of Pausanias, ii. 35. 2») At all times access by land has

been difficult, and there does not yet exist a motor read with the outsideo

Communication was and is naturally by seaj three of the finest harbors in

the Peloponnesos are found in this district; Hemione, Porto Cheli, and

Koilada—excelled only by the isolated Geraka (Zarax) north of Monemvasia

and by lyios. Lacking plains and valleys of any extent and without a large

stream or river securely within its borders, but possessing several harbors,

economically the district is strongly inclined to the sea. During the

Greek war of independence it was the prosperous sea-faring inhabitants of

the two large, defensible islands of Spetsas and Hydra, lying off-shore,

that provided the Greek fleet.

In ancient times, its isolation and poverty kept the Hemionid rela.-

tively independent and provincial. The provincial qtntlity is apparent in all

the antiquities of the area, from the bronze age on down, with the exception

of the classical period, when a small but vigorous city-state could share to

some extent in the best products of the culture of the age, A further
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element in antiquity contributing to provincialism has its counterpart today:

the inhabitants of the ancient Hermionid were—along with those of Asine—

Diyopians, distinct (we are not sure how) from the Dorians with whom they

descended from the mountains on the north; by the time we can see aiiy-

thing of their culture, they are no longer distinguishable from the Argo-

lid Dorians. The modern inhabitants are for the most part of Albanian

origin, but nowadays the Albanian language is spoken and known only by the

old; the people are indistinguishable fj^rom the other Greeks of the Pelo-

ponnesos, except for a certain mountaineer vigor and mountaineer provin

cialism.

A few worlds on our impressions of the post-classical history of the

district will be relevant to discussion of its antiquities. In Pausanias'

day Hermione itaelf was evidently a fair-sized, flourishing city, although

the second city of the district, HalieiS., was deserted (Paus. ii. 34-36. 4).

Continuous habitation was maintained in the Byzantine period through the

sixth century A. D., to judgS from a group of coins purchased by us in Her

mione (see below, p.V3), by a number of late Homan and Byzantine mosaics

(see below,^ pp. 5G 4-f.), by the large fort built of re-used ancient blocks

and the foundations of a ^zantine church on the foundations of the temple

of Poseidon, both on the promontory now known as the Bisti^ and by the

funeral inscriptions gathered in the Papabasileios garden. Later Slavic

and Saracen ravaging of the Aegaean coasts may well account for the aban-

donment of these sites and the disapperaance of the Greek population.

In the Prankish and first Venetian periods, before the Turkish conquest,

Thermisi, towards the eastern borders of the Hermionid, replaces Hermione

in importance (a gloss on Ptolemy explains Hermione by "Thermisi**); the
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castle was built by the Prankish lord of Nauplia, TOalter of Brienne, in

1356. Under the Palaeologues, we may suppose that the Albanian population was

int^duced (cf« F. W. Hasluck, B5A..XV 1908-09 , 223 ff,). The Greek in

fluence thenceforward was primarily ecclesiastic, witness the church of

Hagia Triads between Hermione and Kranidi, the church of the Taxiarch in

Hermione, the monasteries of Agioi Anargyroi and Agios Demetrios; in 1486

Demetrios Falaeologus scratched his name on the fresco of the little church

of Hagios Georgios in the cave at Didjnno, Under the Turks, the two big

islands, Spetsas and Hydra, and the inland village of Kranidi were the

centers of habitation. The village of Kastri at Hermione occupied only the

lower slope of the hill known anciently as the Pron and now as "stous mylous"

from its ruined windmills# cf» Gell's Itinerary of Greece, The Argolis (1810),

p. 166, PI. XXVII, and an unpublished Venetian map of Kastri in the

Gennadaion Library. It is likely that the population was kept small partly

by the extensive possession of land by the convent of Agioi Anargyroi,

At Koilada, the pretty, busy fishing village today is the direct result of

the exprppriation of the lands of the Panagia convent within recent years;

and the villages along the Bedeni River (in the district of the ancient

Epidaurus border) have grown up since the abandonment of the monastery of

Agios Demetrios tou Avgou. The area around Porto Cheli ^vas almost desented

when Frazer visited it (Fausanias*s Description of Greece ^1913 , III, 292).

Thanks to this thin population, the ancient remains of the area were clearly

viwible to travellers in the nineteenth cantury(e. g®, Frazer III, 293 ff.j

Blouet, Expedition Scientifique ^1833 , II, 123 ff»); and in the case of

the city on the Bouze'lka near Porto Cheli, they were in good preservation

(Boblaye, Recherches, p. 621 '*un lieu quijr^rita 1'attention de chaque

voyageur,")•



Since theb an increased population and vigorous farming and fishing have

done the antiquities of the region no service. The abnormal situation of

populations of 20,000 each in Spetsas and Hydra v/hile the mainland was only

very sparsely inhabited (cf, Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grecg , p. 307, and

BS-AjW, 224) is being righted, as the islands lose in numbers while Hermione,
Porto Cheli, Koilada, and Kranidi grow. As a consequence, many of the re

mains described even forty years ago are no longer to be seen, and few of the

forty-eight inscriptions assigned to Hermione in IG IV^ are to be found

(cf, Marcade, 3CH LXXIII ri949j, 537), Areturned Americgi^s vigorously
improving his fields on the Bou^ikaaand is going to great effort to re

move the great conglomerate blocks in his way. At Petrothalassa one is

faced with two equally strong possibilities; either a number of ancient

ruins were wrongly located in the nineteenth century, or they have complete

ly disappeared.

This is a common enough story in modern Greece, but in many areas

some record has been made of the vanishing antiquities within the past

hundred years and excavation has often gone farther. In the Hermioaid

no real description of the visible remains has ever been given. Only

once has excavation been undertaken; in 1908 Philadelpheus cursorily

investigated the Bisti, the necropolis of Hermione and that of the city

on tho Bouzoika near Porto Cheli, and the bronze age site at Iliokastron,

These excavations were never published. A brief survey of the results

appeared in /j.^jAcySt-A<pe(j:s//Jt '£j^/Oi/L^L y}y9'<r/C£f^£3rt, TptT/cT/Mcy
1909, pp. 172-81), but no plans, drawings, or pictures were appended and

no measurements (e. g., for the blocks and column drumis of the temple, which

have since disappeared) or detailed descriptions were given. In the case of



the temple this is particularly lamentable since a reconst iniction on paper

might otherwise have been possible# Some of this information might be

recovered by an examination of Mr. Philadelpheus' original notes, which

he has expressed his willingness to make available. Subsequently,

A. Frickenhaus and W. Mijller published notos on a trip through the Argo-

lid in 1909 (Ath. Mitth. XXXVI » 23 ff,). Of special value is their

pj"i_jnting of a plan of the i.Tumediate district of Hermione ^Tafel Ij, the

result of Philadelpheus » v/orkj this is the basis of our Plan II.

In January, February, and June of 195p we made three trips, tnone

lasting for more than a week, to the Hermionid and the Epidauras border.

All our work was in the area west of a line drawn between Didymo and Her**

mione, thus excluding Iliokastro, Themisi, and the Troezene border. Our

chief concern is to record what was actually seen by us, with measurements and

photographs as often as possible, and to report hearsay information that

might prove useful in the future. Some fuller notes on particular problems

have also been included. A bfief bibliography will be found at the end of

the paper; all references to items in the bibliography, will, whenever

possible, give simply the author's name and the page number. We should

like to call special attention to the interesting and valuable work of

m ,(Athens, 1886). We are grateful to Dr, J. H. Kent for
introducing us to this interesting and beautiful district.
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APPROACHES TO THE HEU^IONlO

Pausanias went to the Hermionid after visiting Troezenia (ii. 34, 6—36, 4).

He describes the route over the mountains from Troezene up to the sanctuary

of Demeter Thermaeia, usually thought to be in the general neighborhood of

modern Thermisi, He then records a distance of 80 stades from the sanctu

ary to the akra Skyllaion and relates a myth connected vdth the cape. The

cape he had in mind can hardly be any other than the most easterly point of

the Peloponnesos at the end of the chain of mountains running east from Mt«

Didymo, The identification of this cape v/ith Skyllaion would seem to be

confirmed by Skylax (Periplus 51) and by the use of the name Skylli by

mariners in the past two centuries. But Boblaye (p, 59) ascertained from

a Captain Peytier that the name was unknown locally and this was confirmed

by Miliarakis (p. 257); the latter attributed the use of this name to the

Venetian Veronelli, while the former pointed out that it had been in use by

modem geographers since Sophianus, (This is not an uncommon phenomenon in

Greece—the application of ancient names, correctly or incorrectly, by

modern cartographers, whence they come into general use,) Fmrthermore,

Strabo (viii. 373) and Pliny (H. H. iv, 5, 9) take Skyllaion to be west

of Hermione, not east. Finally, the description of the sea journey from this
cape to Hermione, with wh|ich Pausanias resumes his narrative, does not make
sense if the cape is supposed to be to the east, but makes good sense start

ing from the west, as we shall see shortly.

It thus appears that the cape Pausanias had in mind to the east of

Thermisi and from which he starts his sea coast description may or may not

have been called Skyllaion; it is not impossible that there were two capes
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Skyllaion (there were two rivers Sellas on the borders of Epidaurus, one on the

Hermione border, IG IV^. 1. 75. 14, the other on the Corinthian border,

IG IV^, 1, 71. 4). That he knew of a cape to the east and had its distance

from the Thermasia sanctuary approximately correct is clear enoixgh.

Frazer objected that the distance of 80 stades was too short; judging by

the British Army map, sheet L9, the distance from western Thermisi to the

cape is closer to 20 kilometers, i« e. 100 stades. However, we were told

in Hermione of a paved area of "Cyclopean" blocks (the euthynteria of the

temple of Poseidon on the Bisti was corapared) lying some ^0 meters inland

from the second cape between Thermisi and the modern hamlet of Plepi,

Mention was also made of an ancient statue associated with a pigadi

and an old church at Plepi. Some forty years ago an archaeologist

(Philadelpheus?) heard of and looked for the paved area but failed to

find it because of the dense dasos; later a fire burned off the under

growth and the father of our informant rediscovered the site. The

presence of bases with holes for feet (like the dedications on the Bisti)
prompted local seatch for the missing agalmata, without success. This

sounds very much like a sanctuary site^ and the distance from Plepi to

the cape is close to the 80 stades given by Pausanias.

Various attempts have been made to square Pausanias' sea coast

account with a starting point to the east of Hermione. They are conveni

ently summarized by Frazer (ill, 291 ff.)» The moat ingenious is that

of Boblaye (p. 59) and Leake (Pel. 279 ff o) s Pausanias is made to mis

take Hydra for the mainland (there are at least 8 kilometers of open

water) and aail all the way around the back of the island before approach

ing Hermione from the only direction that accords with his landmarks
Such is the despsrateness of the case that this is the only workable
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Ff^- /•' V/ew o-f Ferryi 'forfc a/iof F/}v/rr>n:$ /ram Cu&ke?c A^ooi/7^a/J7
scheme if the description starts the east. We should realize, how-

eve r, that none ioS Pausaniai*) sea coast account is likely to be first

handj he has given most of the land route to Hemione; it is incredi

ble that he should then walk sor- e 20 kilometers to the cape and then take

a boat along the fron)!^ or around the back of Hydra to HermioneJ Surely

what happened was that Pausanias himself went all or most of the way by

land. At the point where he digresses on Cape Skyllaion he appended en

account, received at second hand, of the sea coast from a point to the

west of Hermione. The error may have arisen from a different identifi

cation of Skyllaion by his source. That he had no real understanding of

this borrowed account is clear from his impossible description of a

crescent-shaped beach just before Hemione as coming/tcrtt raOtf, the

only available feminine antecedent being the island of Hydra, where the
identification of Bouporthmos (Mouzaki), Aperopia (Doko), and Hydrea

(Hydra) are quite certain. The crescent beach can only be that around
Kappari Bay to the south of Hemione (see fig. I), since the short beach
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at the end of the north harbor scarcely shows f%m the sea. No natter

which beach it is, to say that it comes after Hydra" is nonsense,. This

is not to say that the description as a whole does not seem reasonable,

provided it is taken from a point the west of Hermione. After several

trips around these coasts we feel that there is no doubt about the correct

explanation. It was first suggested by Lolling (Ath. Mitth. IV [18793,

107 ff; cf. the map in Miliarakis); we shall present it briefly with some

extra comments. The account starts from, say. Cape Thynni, the first head"

land after leaving Koilada Bay (ancient liases); first comes another cape,

Boukephala, reasonably Cape Koraki, the headland west south west of

Eranidi. This may be the same Boukephala as that in IV . 1. 122. 99,

a sanitatio inscription from. Epidaurus.

Next come islands s;

1, •Halioussa, which Pausanias says forms a harbor convenient for anchor

ing ships. Miliarakis and Svoronos (filAN X 0:90*3 . 24) identified it with
the small island and anchorage of Chin^a, just beyond the entrance to
Porto Cheli, separated from the mainland by a wide salt lake (Ververonda) jfLf
and connected only by narrov^ necks\^ sand (it is altogether possible
that it was an island in antiquity); the harbor formed would then be tht
excellent anchorage of Porto Cheli. Fra^er found this one of the chief

objections to Lulling's explanation; our figures 2 and h show, howevej-j

how littlo removed from an island it still is. Indeed, the British

Army map, sheet L8, calls it Nisi Portochelion while the Gheliotes

today refer to it simply as "to nisi'j; how much more of an island
would it iiave been to a mariner who could not see the narrow strip of

sand that connected it with the ms-inlsnd. Finally, there xs the name
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Spit bei\/\/een

'To /VIsT jncf Forto CheH,
seen -from Fd:?h

itself, Halioussa, which with great probability refers to the salt flats

to the north of it (cf. Burchner on Halonnesos in Supply III, 850)o

2. Pityoussa, identified with the piny island of Spetsas (officially

Spetsai), which seems to peeserve the ancient name; the proclitic sig-

ma is the result of the same tendency that makes the accusative the de

motic form of the name today—one goes ^ (^, £.*) a place—and is seen

in seventeenth and eighteenth century referenced to nearby Hydra as

Sydra or Sidra (cf» various maps in the Gennadaion Library, e# g», that

of G, deLisle, 1700), Unfortunately, the name can have been introduced

(prior to the prefixing of the sigma) by Venetian mariners lAho got the

name, through Renaissance geographers, from Pliny(H. H, iv. 12^ 19),

Fortunately Pliny's placing of Pityoussa in the Argoli<^, i. e. west of

Hermione, assures us that we are on the right tracl^and the distinctive

heavy growth of pines is further support for the identification. Spetsas

was inhabited from Romn times at least (cf. Soteriou, JT/J^fCT/kra, 1937, ^
1938, 1939-48; and JUAI LVII (1942 , 145-47).

3, "The third they call Aristerai" (Aristeras, MSS; Aristeran, Schubart)#

Aristerai, in the plural, may refer to Spetsapoulo just south of Spetsas

and the small islands just to the east of it, Spetsapoulo was in the
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nineteenth century more usuaiyr called Arasteri (Lalling) or Ifasteri

(Miliarakis), but once again an application of Plinj'' may be responsible.

For "Kolyergia, a capo projecting from the iminland," Cape

Milianos is a likely candidate. It gives the impression of projecting a

Cape MtJia-
hos -from ihe

r

Cape
no5 fretn the east.

long way out and may have projected still further in antiquity since it is

sandy and considerably eroded (of. figg. 3 and 4)q The name seems to refer

to its impeding character, and for small boats to beat around this exposed

point must be a nuisance and a danger.

In the phrase T^f/x:oivcc the last word is surely

added because the island's name comes f%m its shape. Lying some distance

of^Cape Milianos, but clearly visible because of its height and shape, is

the island of Trikeri (cf. fig. l)o The identification appears certain.

More doubtful is the suggestion of Boblaye (63) and Leake (Travels in the

More* 0^830], I,'464) that Pliny's Tiptrenus (M. H. iv. 19. 5) is an error

or a linguistic modification of Trikrana Nisos.

"Bouporthmos, a mountain projecting into the sea from the Pelopon-

nesos,'* is universally agreed to be Cape Mouzakdt. That the description

is accurate can be seen from figures 1 and 26. Sanctuaries of Demeter and

Kore and of Athena Promachorma were located here. The anchorage Athena
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defended my have been the sheltered bay to the north, Porto Kouverta. TTe

hope some day to have the opportunity of exploring this desolate crag for

traces of the sanctuaries. The deep and fast-flowing straits between

Mouzaki and Doko liland, with steep rocky crags on eitjjer side, preclude

the possibility of there ever having been a veritable bouporthmos; the

straits alone may have won for the headland the name "ox-ford,** and the

shape of the mountain in almost bovine, (is Mouzaki a corruption of

the Albanian mouzati, **bull**?)

•*An island called Aperopia lies off Bouporthmos, and not far from

that another island, Hydrea.** The chain of Mouzaki, Doko, Hydra, fits

perfectly. Aperopia we explain as the Dorian form of a word meaning

"deception,** a common island name today. ^ ^ rjjr^oTreurfjs,

Etym. Magn. 433. 45; cf, rj/ryoTTsaoJ» "to cheat.")From some angles it is

next to impossible to distinguish the island from the mainland and from

Hydra (of. figga 1 andCa)* This or the utterly desolate character of

such a mass may account for its name. The identification of Hydrea with

Hydra offers no difficulty. (For the settlement there of Samian exiles,

of. Hdt. iii. 59.) The crescent-shaped beach leading up to the promon

tory of Hermione, the Bisti (Albanian for "tail"), has been mentioned

above.

Pausanias, then, came overland from Troezene by way of Eileoi and

the sanctuary of Derreter Thermasia. To a digression on the cape to the east

he appends a description of the sea coast which properly started from a

point to the west of Hermione. After visiting and being impressed with the

antiquities of Hermione, Pausanias' next destination was apparently Mases

(modern Koilada; for the identification of this site and that of Halike,
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i. e, Halieis, see below, pp. 5/ -f. ), to v/hinh there was a direct road

from Hermione, Ilo^vever, on being told that tliene v.as a sanctuary of Apollo

at the foot of Cuckoo llounte.in, and that—even if he turned left from the

direct road, onto the road to Hal ike that ran bot'>7aon iVon and Cuckoo-"-

he could still proceed to I-Iases by another road witliout rotraciug his

steps, he decided to investigate the sanctuary, which burned out to he

a ruin without doors, roof, or image. This is the most reasonable infer

ence to be draim from his account of these places (ii» 36). It is clear

that he himself saw the temple of Apollo, and almost as evident that he

went to Mas33. If, as soems probable, the temple of Apollo was locubed at

the head of the Kappari Valley south of Hermiono, the alternate route to

Mases must have run along the south side of Mt. Cuckoo, possibly joining

the dirootrroad in the neighborhood of modern Kranidi (of. Miliarakis '

mp and the British Army -aiap, sheet 13). Besides the sanctuary of Apollo

at the foot pf Cuckoo Mountain, Pausanias mentions a sanctuary of Zeus at

the top. He does not describe this, and it is improbable that the busy

periegete climbed all the way up to see vdiat little there must have been

there (see helm-/, It is also apparert thgt ho decided against visit

ing Halike. He must have heard in Hermione that it was deserted} and since,

not being an early settlement, it was not likely to have had sacred spots

that surv.iv9d the desertion, there was no reason for him to go out of his

way to see tha site. Pausanias, it need hardly be remarked, %ms a tourist

and an antiquarian rathoi' than an. archaeologist.

Of Males he has three things to sayi it was mentioned in the

Homeric catalogue, it was used as a port by the hemianians, and on the

right there is a "road** from Mages to Cape Ctmthus. Discussion of that

border region will be left to a separate section (see below, pp.
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Here we may obserTre tliat Pausanias cei'tairily took thip fror. Kcilada to

A£ine (there is a daily vcusiui betv ecu ILcilLdc. artc/l,aupiic dry).

Firstha;id oxperionce a-ith the hordor country yarmitJ^ u» to iay that no

man in his ri^ht mind would v.ralk from Koitada to Asine when he could take

a boat e Furthermore, ifl he had actually traversed the territory, one

would expect mention of the district between the border and Asine, in

habited in itoman times (see belov/, p as well as of some places

lying between KoilfPda and the border. All tliat ho says of the Herraionid

to the north and west of Koilada can have been got at secordhandj more- ^

over, his distances for this area are altogether inpossible (the lault,

to be sure, my lie vri-bh the mnuscr 'yita) „ 'Ihereas Skylax records that

some SO stades of Argolic Gulf belonged to Epidaurus, Pausanias speaks

of ancient Asine, a purely Argive territory, coming immediately beyond

the Hemionid; the border inscription favors Slcj^lax here. Ve may con-

clTJ.de then that Pausanias on leaving Hermione went straight to Liases,

except for a brief and disapp-ointing dctsm- oc sss a ruinsl tsmple.

(Ko ilada) he received some infoiv.iation about Didym (Didymo)

and the border cooaitry, and too]c a teat directly to Asine.

Umnentioned "by Pausanias are the overland routes to

Epidaurus. We know from the story of%ure from Epidaurus
(IG !• 129. 19 ff.) that there existed in the third century
B. C. an hamaxitos dromos from Epidaurus to Halieis in the

Hermic^nid: a man of Halieis with eye trouble visited the sanctuary

of Asclepius without success; only on hi^ did the s

snake appear and lick his eyes, having wound itself around the

axle of the hamaxa and journeyed to Halieis. Where was this ro9d?
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Pausanias * path flttf; Cape Struthus lay presuma'bly along the coast

up to the Iria plain; it is extgeiaely rough and it leads to the :'i

hieron of Epidaurus only hy a round-ahout way. Xle need not con

sider it in tiiis connection. The next pass lies to the northv;est of

the Didymo valley. It ascends stseply over Uie mountains be-
hC

tween AJnamesa Malias and (^Ipesi (the latter name, at least, is

used only by the Didymiotes; the more recent non-Albanian settlers

in the Bedeni valley do not knov/ it). It ascends equally steeply

to the small upland plain of Malavria and thence either to the

monastery of Hagios Demetrios tou Avgou, the narrow river valley
p

below, and eventually Iria, or to lelei to the north and thence

to the valley leading up to the hieron. But it is not the
P V

most direct route to lelei, and so to the hieron, from Didyma,

and its importance in modern times comes rather fro-m its leading

to ITauplio by way of the monastery (it was the route taken by the

Expedition Scientifique, Blouet, II [l835j , 174). There is no
question of there having been a wagon road here. The most

direct route to Epidaurus from Didymo takes the easier pass to the

north along the slopes of Mt. Didymo and its twin peak, Megalo

¥ouni; this is the pass the projected motor road v/ill cross.

The candidacy of this route is reinforced by the discovery by the

people of Didymo of a stretch of roughly paved road some four

meters below the surface, running north-south near the chapel

of Hagia ^riaki on the east side of the Didymo plain. The

area around this chapel regularly yields a great number of ancient

fragments; the level of the plain has risen greatly since
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^ antiquity (see "below, pp. \Ye have not, hov/ever, crossed

this pass ourselves, and the local people were very sceptiaal of

our suggestion that a wagon road had led up to lygourio (the

hieron) in ancient times. They referred us rather to the traces

of an ancient road, with the tracks of wagon wheels still visi'ble.

in the roeh, near Karakazi or Iliokastron, the ancient Eileoi,

north north east of Hemoione; this route leads into Troezenia

to the east of Mt. Didymo and near the paleokastron at Choriza,

reported "by several writers (Gell, Bo"blaye, Miliarakis ) hut

r never described. (An informant, sophisticatedi in the distinc

tions between ancient and medieval construction by virtue of the

latter's use of mortar, assured us that it was Venetian. Gebauer

calls it Byzantine but suggests that it was originally a Mycenae

an v/atch tower, ^|l93^ p. 561^ Of the various possibilities

this route makes the best seise. It will be remembered that Pau-

sanias* journey from Troezene also led through Eileoi; thence,

the route would lead lo the older city of Hermione before going

to Halieis. In the absence of first-hand abservation we are

inclined to trust the local opinion that a wagon road would have

been practical here and that there are actually traces of one.

A A
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i'igures S. and and Plan II -give a go0d idea of the main outlines

of the tovm and immediate surroundings of Hermione, situated be

tween two excellent harbors. The small northern harbor--the one

in use today—is protected on the north by a bare rocJsy mountain

sloping directly into the sea, and on the south and southeast by

the narrow curving promontory of limestone now called the Bisti

(Albanian, "tail")* On this promontory was the ancient city of the

Hermaonians • By Pausanias* time the town had moved westward, to

approximately the location of the modern town, at the foot and

On the lower eastward slopes of the hili called in ancient times

the Pron( Pauso ii. 34, 11), and now loiown as stousJI^lous from

its ruined windmills. The Bisti is in fact a projTection of the

i'ron, and has <>»* it two very low hills: one occupying most of the

^astern half of the peninsula, the other near its base, forming a

alight hump in the south coastline. The modern road from Her-

tJione to Kranidi follows the foot of the Pron on the north, and
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probably coincides for some distance wijbk the ancient "direct road

. to Mases" (Paus. ii. 35. 11 and 36. 1).

B

K^iripos fi^rbo

BhH Mouz^ki
K^ppdr)

V -' I I '|-|riI f II

f(3pipari Bat^ /( a m p o ^

FancrPma /n?ni /Ae fron: A, leoAin^ ea^t; B, /opArtn^
"8

tyy/es

To the north of the Pron, and for sorae distance to the west,

stretches the fertile plain now called the Kaapos, bounded by

mountains on north, south, and west. There is a gap, on the level

of the plain, between the Pron and the next mountain to the west.

Prophet Ilias (ancient Mt. Thornax or Coccygios, "Cuckoo Mountain,"

Paus. ii. 36*if#)# To the south is a broad and scarcely less

fertile plain, the Kappari Valley, lying along the shore of the

other harbor of Hennione--a harbor larger and less closely shel-#«AX^

than the first, but still calm and providing good anchorage--
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Fi^. 7- Fappari Bai/ ancf l/a/leif from :}outh
^hore. at bme of dish. Whde iuilc/irj^s in
Valteij are convenl o/ H- dnar^^rei.

(see fig» 7 ), and protected

on tlie south "by a peninsula

branching off from the long

promontory ending in a blunt

mountain. Cape Mouzalci. Near

the northwest shore of thas

harbor, a little distance be

yond the point where the coast

line leaves the foot of the Pron

to swing southward, and at the

very edge of the plain, rises the prhhistoric mound Imown today
as Magoula.

Of the nineteenth-century travellers to Hermione, Curtius

(1852) offers by far the most complete cata-logue of the extant
ruins; Gell*s cursory though entertaining account (1810) is more

concerned with contemporary customs; and Leahe (1846) devotes him

self almost exclusively to discussion of the route of Pausanias

in the area. Ihere is no evidence that Bursian's account (1868-72)
is based on first-hand dhservation, still less Ahat of the Qhid^

Joanne (1891)# Curtius* catalogue (pp. 457 f«) is worth summarizing
here. On the Bisti he saw the ruins of a tower near the sea (modern;;

blocks partly in the water and also traces of an ancient mole in

the northern harbor; on the ridge of the promontory, the pavement

of a temple 100 feet long and immediately behind it an^ 80-foot-
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long pavement of an earlier period; many cisterns cut in the
native rock; and various lolocks in the chapels of H. Nikolaos

and H. Joannes. Immediately above the southern harbor, he saw

ten rows of seats of a theater of brick and mortar, already

' largely destroyed by a rise in water level. Curtius seems to

have been the first to suggest that the church of H. Taxiarches

succeeded to the site of the temple and sanctuary of Demeter

Chthonia. Of these ruins, the 80-foot pavement,behind the temple,

the ancient mole, and the theater had apparently disappeared by the

beginning of the present century, although Ifazer^s second-hand
account implies that the first two were still extant in his day.

In 1908, excavations were conducted in Hermione by the

dreek Archaeological Society under the direction of A. Philadelpheus.

These were devoted largely to demolishing the medieval i/all and

and towei^s near the chapel of H. Hikolaos, and uncovering the
foundations of the chapel itself. This work, though it proved

fruitful of inscribed statue bases (see Peek, AtHt. Mitth. ^

and MarCadf^XXIiJ, was never completed, witness, for
example, an undoubtedly inscribed marble base still firmly ce
mented, roughly-finished back up, inscribed face down, in what
remains of the northernmost txrv/er. Philadelpheus also cleared the
foundations of the large temple on the Bisti, and had the few

remaining architectural blocks moved to the chapel of H. Nikolaos,

where, owing to a rebuilding of the chapel, none of them are dis
tinguishable today; included among these were ineiuded two column

drums found built into a wall on the northeast shore. Uone of

these vanished members are described in the very cursory excavation
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report. This expedition also uncovered at the end of the Bisti

a rough "droiaos" and part of a curved structure. The rectangular

blocks on the northeast shore, partly in the water {presumably

those seen hy Curtius), Philadelpheus v/ould like to Identify as

the temple of Poseidon, "unfortunately completely destroyed"

(for the excavator's objections to accepting the common identi

fication of the large temple foundations as those of the

temple of Poseidon, see below, g *Z1) • Pinally, in this same

campaign, the ancient necropolis was located on the northern s

slopes of the Pron and along the road to Kranidi. The graves

on the slopes had been previously plundered, but those along

the road yielded innumerable dolls, mirrors and pots buried with

the bodies in sarcophagi or slab graves. ITinety-eight temachia

pelina of i:hese finds were taken to thi museum at Bauplio. The

work of excavation has been unofficia.lly continued by the local

inhabitants•

In 190*?, the area was visited by A. Prickenhaus and

W. Musller, who were the first to report a "Mycenaean necropolis"

on the mound called Magoula. For our conclusion that the site

is neither a:.i necropolis nor exclusively lilycenaean, see below,

P • •

Of the two most recent general descriptions of the area,

Pi:"azer's is simply a convenient compilation of early sources

(especially Curtius), while that of Bolte gives evidence of care

ful consideration of all the previous reports and also perhaps

of first-hand observation.
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For example, Bolte rightly corrects Bursian and Prazer for refer-

ring to the Pron as the ancient acropolis, pointing out that it

lay outside the city walls. He also dates the contents of the

n0cropolis--hroadly described by Philadelpheus as "in use for about

•one thousand year3"--as geiperal ly not older than the fifth cen

tury, a,nd mostly of the third to the first centuries B.C.

Of hitherto unreported or barely menti-^ned antiquities

seen by us, the only ones worth mentioning here are a large con

glomerate foundation inear the base of the Bisti; three roT/s of

conglomerate blocks running into the sea on the shore of the south

harbor; a number of late Roman and Byzantine mosaics; and several

Unpublished inscriptions.

A. THE AUTrqUITIES OP HERMIOBE

Walls: The remains of the circuit wall of the ancient city of

Hermione a-re mentioned by several of the travellers, described by

none. According to Pausanias, Hermione was surrounded by a wall

(ii. 34. ll)j he also mentions (35. 11) a gate through which a

direct road le^d to Mases. A little northv/est of the oresent

quai, and about 50 meters from the sea, are preserved three

stretches of ancient wall which from their position and direction

seem to relate to this gate,

1. About fifteen meters from the sea, along the Kjcanidi

road, is a fragmentary stretch of limestone polygonal wall partly

built into the garden wall of a house and running east-v/est.
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Another good section of v/hat Y/as undouhiedly the defense

i wall of the city now forms part of the cellar Y/all in the house

of Antonio Papahasileios, just southeast of H. Panagia church.

This is prohahly the stretch mentioned "by Prickenhaus and Miiller
as the highest point in the city defenses, 30 paces east of
Panagia. It consists of a 15-meter-long north-south portion
which turns west for ..three meters at the north end. The entire
stretch is solid and visible to a height of 3 or 4 meters. The
material seemed to he a reddish limestone. Ov/ing to the darkness

of the cellar, we were unable to take photographs. We can offer
only the following rough sketch of a small section, to give some
idea of the masonry and the size of the blocks.

1
OCT^j j

It will readily noticed that the style of this wall is quite
different from those just desorihed. The general effect is more
massive, though unfortunately it was not possible to measure the
thickness of the hlocks. The masonry is irregular trapezoidal
with a rough or quarry face. That this wall may well he con
temporary with the polygonal wall is suxjported hy Soranton's
remarks on the style-. "... the intentional use of irregular
trapezoidal masonry will probably be seen to fall within the
same ohronlloogical lis.its as polygonal work, or to the last
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seventy-five years of the fifth century. Tov/ard the end of the

fifth century it heconies almost isodomic" (p. 98).

, . At the northeast corner of the Bisti, about 60 meters

from lihe tip and 5 meters up from the sea, is a part of the ancient

defense wall of the promontory, in two parts: i) two ashlar hlochs

(which may well "be part of a trapezoidal wall); and 2) about five

meters in length of trapezoidal masonry

^ standing in part to a height of three or

courses (fig. 9). The combined

. length of these two streinches and the gap

Fi^.9'W3//Cf} Zior/h "between them is about 15 meters. The blochs
cfho/^e oi SFti .

are quarry faced; the largest measures .90 m.

long by .45 ra. high by .35 m. deep. The material is that of the

native roclc on which the wall stands--grey limestone heavily veined

with marble.

All along the north side of the Bisti are considerable

stretches of a wall of irregular limestone blocks topped by rubble

and mortar, the v/ork is inferior to that of the other stretch,
L

and the wall has usually been assigned to the medieval-modern

period; but the style is roughly the same as that of the other

(in the lower*^ courses), and these may well belong to the ancient

wall. We have no photographs, but the general appearance of these

stretches is much like that of the irregular trapezoidal will at

illustrated in Scranton, figure, 12, page 72.
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The imusual character of these defenses consists in their

exclusion of the nearest natural, high, strong point, the Pron.

i^ot only is the Prin--so obviously an acropolis as to have misled

Bursian and Erazer^-outside of the defense system, "but the system

actaally runs across its slopes. - An attacker on the Pron would he in

a good position above the city. The particularly heavy wall at the

highest point of the village may be in consideration of this* "Why

v/as the Pron left out? It is a long hill and only part could have

Been included without extending the defenses unmanageably. As the

system actually worked, only a short stretch of wall on the land

Bide was needed and the stra||egy of the defense did not require the

Bron. The weak spots of Hermione were the two exposed beaches on

either side of the Bisti. An enemy was likely to come by sea, as did the

Athenians in 430 (Thuc. II. 56. 5). The land approaches to the

Hermionid were difficult, and Epidaurus, thou^ squabbling over the

Border, was usually alligned with Hermione on the side of Sparta

against Athens and Argos. Hermione v/as a nautical city. The richer

Troezene contributed 1000 hoplites to Hermione's 300 at Plataea

(Hdt. IX. 28), but only 5 to Hermione's 3 triremes at Salamis

). By strongly defending the Bisti, the Hermionians could, in the
harrow waters of the northen harbor, protect the beach opeammg onto

the rich Kampos with on^y a few ships. The wider and more exposed

Bay to the south was a greater problem. We suggest that the founda

tions of boat houses (see below, p.^7) found by us at the northweab^
corner of this bay relate to the naval defense of the valley; other

. . ^5 i
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ships May have teeen stationed at the oriaos Kouverta "beneath
Mouzaki (Bouporthmus ) under the protection of Athena Promachoriaa.

Once these two beaches were defended, Herraione was relatively safe.

Across the peninsula, on the north coast, the "beach and valley
of Lamhayana, leading easily to the Kainpos and the rear of Hermione,

^ was defended "by a small fort, (see below, p.SSft). The exposed po
sition of the lands of Halieis, susceptible to ravaging by sea

despite the security of its harbor, may accouhti for its late settle
ment (not before the fifth century) and its early abandonment (by

, Pausanias*s time, ii« 36. 1; see below, pp.

/o - 7e/7fjj/-c •/oa/jc/ff/'fony on ' /}f ^ ^ sou/A
s'ldn., hokino C, part of eg^f end, wdh rema/ns of ffyaanf/'/je

* o

apsC'f P,north /rokfno' c.a^f.

lemoles and Sanctuaries! The principal ruin on the Eisti is the

euthynteria of peristyle, pronaos, oella, and opisthodoaos of a
temple 39 m. long by 20 m. wide (Philadelpheus• dimensions, 33 m.
hy 29 m., are incorrect) of hard gray limestone (see fig. 10).
The pronaos measures 3.6 o. from front to haclc, the oella 20 m.,
and the opisthodomos 4.6; the width of these rooms is 8.8 m.
The masonry has polygonal joints, the foundations of the oella
being one hlook wide, those of the peristyle two rr three blocks
Wide from outside to inside. In the peristyle, the joints between
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the outer and "^e next row of "blocks form a continuous, though very
uneven , line. ITo clamps or dov/els were used in the foundations.

The width of the euthynteria of the peristyle, very uneven on the innet'

edge, averages 2.45 m. on the sides, 2.70 m. on the ends. A cutting
wide.

one or tv/o centimeters deep--.98 m on the north side, .91 m. on tne

south, 1.28 on the east, and 1.15 on the v/est--along the outer edge

of the up jer surface, presuma'bly marks the line of the inside edge

of the first step.

/vy. //- 9/
h/ceks near norfh-

eerner cf te/npte.

A meter or two to the west of the north

west corner is an east-west row of five

upright polygonal "blocks (fig. 11)» proh-

a"bly part of a precinct wall. As noted

above, all other remains of this temple

have vanished, as has the 80-foot pave

ment seen "by Curtius be

hind the temple. There are slight remains

®f the apse of a Byzantine church just inside the foundations at the

®ast end of the temple (fig* 10c).

In support of his theory that this is the temple of Athena,
?hiladelpheus cites its position on a high ridge and its length (it

is a hecatompedon ), comparing it in both these respects to the

^ecatorapedon on the Acropolis at Athens. Though we cannot accept these

Joints as evidence for identification, comparison with the "old

^emple of Athena" on the Athenian Acropolis is not unrewarding,

^he ratio--of length to width—roughly 2:l--is similar for the two

Wples; but these proportions are common in the late archaic and

I
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early classical period (cf. the "Chronological List of Greek

Temples" in Anderson, Spiers, Dinsmoor, Archatecture of Ancie.n_t

Greece, especially the Basilica at Paestum, the temple of Zeus

Olympios at Acragas, the Tavole Paladine at Hetapontum, the Aphaia

temple on Aegina, all of the late sixth or early fifth century).

Another point of comparison is the construction of the founda

tions iTith polygonal Joints, found in "both the Hermione temple

and the old Athena temple, hut hy no means peculiar to these two,

nor even to any particular period. The only conclusion to he

derived from these comparisons is the safe conjecture of an

early date for our ruin3--late sixth or ea,rly fifth century.

The temple occupies a prominent position on the ridge of

the high eastern half of the promontory. It has usually heen

identified as the temple of Poseidoii, hut since Philadelpheus

rejected this identification the question perhaps merits discus

sion .

The temples and sanctuaries of the promontory, as enu

merated hy Pausanias, were as follows: a sanctuary of Poseidon,

a temple of Athena, temples to Helios, the Charites, and Serapis

and Isis, and a precinct for the secret rites of Demeter. Of
these, it is scarcely necessary to consider any hut Poseidon

and Athena as candidates for the temple in question. The

sanctuary of Poseidon is mentioned three times hy Pausanias.

In describing the shoreline of Hermione, he says {ii• 34. 9):
. .. <z!f^/aA6:f Tt. rr<y '̂/c^L

§7 ^rn ry s<rnsy)ocy.
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Though the language is slightly confusing, the meaning is clear

enough: the spit runs eastward into the sea, and there is a

sanctuary of Poseidon off toward the end of it. The second

passage says substantially the same thing (34. 10):

i(rTi St vuv^ //o<tz/i/osy zvri rtys

'V/>of^A^oi><rL Si cnrc h:f ric
JTQ^he. Si OlUTeO (TruSlOU

finally, in lacating the city of his own day, Pausanias says that

it is about four stades from the icf<y<JoL^ ^ tol> TTHjo-s/S^uji/c>5 ra

34. 11).

Philadelpheus bases his objections chiefly on Pausanias'

language: our temple foundations, he argues, cannot be spoken of

as. ijTi T^6 afcrrjs * since they are about 300 meters from the

end of the promontory; and he also makes much of the first passage

quoted, for the same reason. He would place the sanctuary (not

necessarily a temple, but a hieronj of Poseidon literally at the
#

Very end of the promontory, and suggests as its remains a fevf rectan

gular blocks, some of them, fallen into the sea, on the northeast

shore. But surely it is unlikely that Pausanias would in that case

characterize the prvomontory as that "on which is the sanctuary of

I'oseidon, " ignoring the great temple which stood on its most promi

nent point. The clue, if clue is needed, perhaps lies in the point

cf viev/ implied in the second passage. It might be pointed out

the translation "farther inland" (Prazer and Jones) for

^TTo^(xAaatf^r]^ h tol is not only inaccurate but mis-
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leading# Ttie phrase means "as one comes from the sea tov/ard the

high piaces," and when one does that one comes up from the harbor,
not from the end of the spit; Pausanias has finished with the shore

line and has landed, as the rest of this section shows. Ta meteora

might be either the Pron or the hiil vfhich faces the quai (the
ancient dock can scarcely have occupied any very different position

from the modern). Prom the point of view of one landing in the

harboB, the large temple rising from a high ridge some distance
off to the left, with the land behind it falling away to the sea,

would most naturally be described as frri rPjs r/j cyj/tJ.

This is straining at a gnat. The salient fact remains the
admittedly subjective one that this rocky eminence, commanding the
sea on three sides, is the ideal location for a temple of the god
of the sea.

AS for the temple of Athena, the hitherto unreported foun
dations mentioned ahove (p. 21) may well belong to it. They are
on a rise of ground about 50 m. southeast of the quai, in the
direction of the western hill of the Bisti. About 10 by 20 meters
Of solid payement are visible outside, and there is more inside
the adjoining house. An average block measures 1.40 by .85 m.
These remains, to judge from their appearance and material (soft
yellowish conglomerate) formed part of the underground foundations"
Of a large building. Afew meters to the east a rectangular lime
stone block-projects fojcra the ground, suggesting that this was the
material of the superstructure. These remains deserve further
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study- There is no trace of the soadium, of which only themelia

remained in Ps.usanias * time, hut there would he room for one in

this neighborhood, either parallel with the north or south shore

of the Bisti, or perhaps a little farther away, stretching north

and south across the low shoMder near H- Joannes-

Having loca.ted the two chief sanctuaries of the Bisti,

Pausanias quickly enumerates the others. Of these, only the

periholoi magalon lithon, in which were performed secret rites to

Demeter, have left a possible trace, in the form of four statue

bases dedicated to Bemeter Chthonia found in the medieval towers

near H. Hikolaos (cf- ^ iv'.l. C9 Ai a.vCcni-i^ he. cjf.^ png

The large sanctuary of Bemeter Chthonia was on the Pron, but it is

not unlikely that special rites of the same cult were performed

here, in the neighborhood of the present chapel- This may have

heen a holy place of the cult before the building of the large

sanctuary^ i ' p.

Pausanias enumerates several temples and sanctuairies v/hich

he sav/ v/ithin the Hellenistic tovm, located some four stades from

the promontory on which the older city had stood- Since the modern

town, uhickly inhabited, occupies approximately the site of the

Hellenistic city, it is a fruitless task to try to locate any of these

Sanctuaries, though there are numerous inscriptions and architectural

tiembers scattered throughout the tjg^n-

The sanctuaries mentioned by Pausanias as being on Mt. Pron

^re those of Bemeter (v/ith a temple), a temple of Klymenos, and a

tiemple of Ares, as well as a sanctuary of Hera, which is specifi-
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In the neighborhood of H. Taxiarches, the princi-al church

f of the modern tovm, is a complex of remains which must relate to

the ancient complex ^f sanctuaries of Demeter Chthonia and Kly-

menos. Most travellers, from Leake to Frickenhaus and Muller,

have noted v/hat appeared to be temple foundations under H. Taxi-

arches. Unfortunately, owing to alterations in the church and

its yard, these foundations are no longer visible. However,

i there are still various minor ancient remains about the church

(in front of the church, a monolithic column .38 m. in diameter
and over 3 m. high; beside this, a small pillar .10 m. square,

etc.). Curtius and his successors were supported by two dedi
cations to Demeter found in the church, in their supposition that

H. Taxiarches had succeeded to the site of the temple of Demeter

Chthonia.

Immediately to the north of the church, forming the

base of the south v/alls of a series of houses, is a white-washed
stretch, one or two courses high v/ith interruptions, of ancient
wall, or perhaps only of re-used ancient blocks. 3?rom inside

one of these houses, several orthostate blocks, about 2 m. long
by 1 m. high, are visible in the house wall. On each block, a

roughened surface is edged by a smooth band.

About 25 m. north of the church and 60 m. up from the

main road, are two long east-west stretches of trapezoidal wall
about 3m. high, apparently parts of a long, continuous wall
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F/^. fs^ LortoWff// on Pron, n/osP
•ern sireteh.

about 95 meters long (figj|. 12 and 13). They nov/ form the lower

pa.rt of the outside walls of large buildings, and are visible only

on their north face. The wall show corners turning south at either

end; drafting is visible at the northeast corner. The average

size of the blocks is 1.30 ra. by .60 m., the material a hard

gray limestone, quarry faced. The two stretches show some slight

Variations in style.

A. Txie eastern stretch, 40 m. long, is irregular trape

zoidal with isodomic tendencies. The slant of the vertical sides

is so slight that the effect is almost rectangular. The greatest

variation in the dimensions of the blocks is in height, two long

narrow blocks or series of blacks frequently continuing a course

only one large black high. There are a few instances of cut

or indented corners, where a course continues at a higher or

lower level.

B. The western stretch, 15 m. long, is more nearly iso

domic in appearance. In the lower courses the effect is almost

ashlar. However, this difference seems to be due to accidental

variations in the cutting and fitting of the blocks, rather than

to indicate an^ difference in date or intention. Note that there

are almost isodomic parts in the more irregular stretch, and

r I j*!

'.y.
ui

/~fd- f3, /^ofjc
ivaU on Pror?^
^i^ytern sfreic-h.
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irregularities in tlie other stretch#

The style of this wall places it in roughly the same

period as the city walls, i. e. in the later fifth or early fourth

century* Therefore when it v/as huilt this structure stood out

side the city (since it is outside of the walls), although "by

Pausanias * time the city had prohahly expander/around and "beyond it.

This wall is the most impressive ruin at Hermione, and

well fits Pausanias' description of the sanctuary of Demeter on

the Pron as tc Ao^oo yiicfA/oTot ci^tcy , it has heen suggested (e»g«,
"by Prichenhaus and Muller) that the long v/all "belongs to the Echo
Colonnade mentioned "by Pausanias as to the right of the temple

of Demeter (if this is the colonnade, Pausanias meant to the

right of a spectator facing the temple)* It seems rather massive
for a colonnade in a city of no great importance, Dut its dimensions

are equalled or surpassed "by many colonnades throughout the Greek
world*

Of the temples of Klymenos and Ares we saw no traces. The

"places" of Klymenos and Pluto, and the Acherusian, lake, orrfo-^^y...
toD y>}ioO in^st have "been a little farther up the Pron.

It may seem strange that there is no sign of the lake nor of the
chasm in the place of Klymenos. However, caves, chasms, and sink

holes are extremely common in the whole region; and this area is
now heavily built over* There was also a sanctuary of Eileithyia

inside the gate to ilases, probably at the north end of the trans
verse city wall (see above, p* 21)*

i
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Of the sanctuary of Hera on top of the Pron no vestige is

to he found# The ground is rocky and uneven, with not so much as

a rock cutting or a sherd to give a clue^ and what few level places

there are, are occupied today hy ruined windmills.

Miscellaneous remains on the Bisti; The strangest of these is

what Philddelpheus called the false tholos torah (fig. 14). Lo

cated to the south of the very tip of the promontory, just ahove

the ¥/ater*s edge, this structure resembles the dromos of a pre-

/vV./V- o/ he fhc/e^ ^omh.

historic tomh. About three meters high at the west end, it is made

of large, "very roughly hewn blocks of limestone. A slab covers

the dromos at the west end; it is not clear whether the entire

passage was once of the same height as this end, and covered like

it; or whether, as now, the height gradually increased from east

to west, the approach being imcovered. In any case, the passage

is not a true dromos; instead of leading to a chamber of some

sort, iA ends in a blank wall at the west end. Excavations behind

the structure revealed only a b^all running in a line with one of

the "dromos" walls, but with no corresponding wall parallel to it.

The earth behind the dromos seemed, at the time of the excavations,

to have been disturbed to a depth of about six meters, and Phila-

delpheua suggests tliat there may actually have been a prehistoric
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tholos toml) Y/iiich had at some time "been plundered and destroyed.

However, v/e saw traces of stucco on the inside cirners. l^irther-

aore, Philadelpheus, with Pausanias in mind (to the effect that the
"ancient" city was on the promontory), fully expected to find pre-

higtormc remains on the Bisti and was puzzled hy the complete ahser»e

of prehistoric sherds. The reason for uhis hecomes apparent when
it is rei,l.ized their the mound liagoula is a prehistoric dwelling site

and not a necropolis.

I

To the north and v/est of this is a partially excavated
curved foundation (fig. 15), aToout

which little can "be said. It is made of

roughly hewn limestone "blocks of irreg-

• ular The reciaine are insuffioi-
^Pu^ichfiin fn ^ warrant an assigrmient of style.

OisiL. ^

aosalcB! The mosaics of Hermione, entirely unpuhlished, are all
Xate Homan or early Byzantine. They are all concentrated in the
area hetween the chapel of H. loannes—i.e. the eastern end of the
present inhabited town-and the ancient city wall on the west.

A. The most complete and elaborate of the mosaics are the
two in the courtyard of the house of Georgios Mexntanes, just
northwest of the present quai and a short distance from the ancient^
city gate. The better preserved floor (fig^ 16, 11, and IJ), with
animal, bird and plant motifs surrounded by borders, measures
approximately 5.85 by 4.55 m. The top, or western, border of this,
if there is one, is hidden under the courtyard wall. Immediately
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to the east, .25 m . lov/er in level, and extending "beyond the first

mosa.ic to the north and south, is a second measuring over 7.50 m.

in length in the courtyard. On the south it runs under the hSuse

iffall, and may "be seen aga.in inside the house to a length of h"bout

2 meters. The north and south limits of this pavement are indeter-

bina"ble, and the original length may have run well over the 12

""eters or so that are now discerni"ble •. The east side is "badly "broken

at a"bout 1.90 meters from thfwest edge, so that the v/idth cannot "be

'ietermined with certainty; "but the length of the pavement, and the

arrangement of its designs ill a series of panels each a"bout a meter

®q.uare, with "borders, suggests a corridor or harrow passageway whose

Original width is then almast entirely preserved.

The upper mosaic, oriented toward a spectator facing west,

is arranged in three panels: a long one occupying the upper half of

the area "between the "borders; and two square panels side "by side

telow, separated "by an ela"borate double-guilloche "band .70 m. wide.

the outside border, on the three sides on which it is visi hie, con

sists of two hands: on the inner hand a guilioche pattern runs

9.round continuously; the outer hand an the north and south is deco

rated with a pattern of semi-circles overlapping to form curved

hedges and fans; on the east this hand is narrower and has a series of
Small, slightly overlapping rings. The total width of the border is

•80 m. on north and south, .70 on the east.

In the long upper panel, a va.se of highly stylized shape

and decoration is flanked by two deer, each v/ith a raised foreleg.
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Tiie "baclcground is "broken with a pattern of vines. The panel is

"bordered v/ith a dou"ble line in black. In the lower left-hand panel

a conventionalized tree with parallel curving branches is flanked by-

two peacocks. In contrast to the comparative syymiuetry of these

two, the third panel contains a confusion.of birds of various sizes

and species, as well as a snake or large -worm which one of the birds

is about to consume. In both lower panels, too, the background is

filled in with grape and ivy leaves, tendrils and bunches of grapes.

Each of these small panels is bordered by a double black line

enclosing a rftn/-and-white checked line two tessarae wide.

There is no attempt at naturalism, perspective, or

subtle shading in the figures in the panels. The figures are

outlined in black and are filled in with flat areas of color or

with such stylized patterns as stripes, checks, and spots. Black,

red, white, and a bituish gray are the predominant colorwi they

are used for the borders and for most of the figures. However,

the deer on the right is gray-green with horizontal purple stripes;

the deer on the left is the same purple with red spots, a spot

consisting of a single tessara. The tessarae, about 1 cm. square,

are laid in lines, curves, and arcs ¥/hich follow the outlines of

the figures.

The colors and technique of the long corridor mosaic are

the same as those just described. The extant border on the west

has the same pattern of overlapping semi-circles that occurs on
4

the notth and south outer borders of the other mosaic. Each of

the meter-square panels is filled with a different repeated geo

metric pattern, the motifs consisting of various arrangements
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of circles and seii]i-circles--concentric, overlapping, or contiguous--

forming curved v/edges, fans, arcs, rosettes, four-pointed stars, etc,,

circles inscri'bed in squares and squares inscri'bed in circles;

and the guilloche.

The two-dimensional manner, the large squa.re tessarae, the

motifs, and the arr^gement of the designs in panels point to a
rather late date, a.nd perhaps to Oriental influence, for this

set of mosaics. 'He are not qualified to suggest a date, hut

the fifth or sixth century A. D. is prohahly a safe enough guess.

For the motifs and general spirit of the lower right-hand panel

of the animal mosaic, compare, for example, a third-century floor
from Antioch (Morey, The Mosaics of Antioch. Pl.viii ), and note,

as an indication of considerable difference in date, the much
greater rea-lism and subtlety of the Antioch example.

B. Hear the south shore of the Bisti, in the siShoolyard, is

preserved in a fragmentary condition about 5.50 m. by 1 m. of
another mosaic. Huch of the preserved surface is hidden by heaps

of dirt and trash. On north, east, and west are remains of stuccoed
house walls standing to a height of about .50 m. Only about a meter
of the north-south width is preserved. The school building is said
to house columns taken from the neighborhnod of this mosaic.

Only small patches ff the pattern can be made out. It
consists of geometric designs set in squares, lozenges and trihngle? ;
the common rosettes, cable knots and circles occur. The colors
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are red, "black, white, and gray; the tessarae are a"bout a

cm. square. (For similar square and lozenge i^atterns, compare
Hinks, natalogue of greek and Roman Paintings and Llosaics in the

Huseum. no. 28 and fig. 96 |Srd oentur£l; Blake, Memoirs
the American Academy at Ronie,APl. 35, nos. 1 and 4, PI. 18,

nos • 1 and 2•)

C. Just east of the taverna of Papamichaelis and oppo

site the house of the druggist lie about 8 square meters of a
fragmentary mosaic in a polychrome knotted pattern with a blue
and white border. Below this are visible parts of an earlier
mosaic with a black and white rosette pattern.

D. In a north-south street near the base of the Bisti is a
tViT-Pptens to be completely destroyed

badly smashed mosaic which
6y daily traffic. At prosont almost nothing is preserved exoep
ahout 4.60 m. in iength of an /85-m.-wide border in the "inter
lacing" pattern (of. Hinks, nos. 36 and 38). The colors inclnde,
besides the usual red, black, «hite, and gray, a bright yellow.
Each rectangle is outlined in black and filled in with another
color; there is a crude attempt at "shading" in the form of a
gray strip just inside the black outline on one long side of
each rectangle; In the gray rectangles this strip is white.

E. Pinally, there is a buried black and white mosaic
Pdse is iust visible for 2 or 3 cm. at a fall in groundwhose edge is juso vxd

level beside the road just east of the easternmost house on the
north shore of the Bisti.
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Small finds; There is a small Ionic capital from a column .22

meters in diameter, of poros or light limestone, in the house of

Angeliki Koutouhali.

A small, seated, marhle statuette (fig. 19)» possibly of

a goddess, is nov/ in the house of Eatex-ini Oikonomi. The head,

v;hich was fitted on separately by

means of a lead doY/el, is missing,

and the top of the statuette is

rather badly broken. ItJBs extant

height is .14 m. at the back of the

curved throne or chair, and .09 m.

to the top of the chair arm. The

figure is probably female, though

this is not certain. The garments

are bunched in the lap. There may

liave l)een an animal at the right leg. The figure is reminiscent

of the many "mother of the gods" figurines found in the Agora at

Athens.

The Papabasileios garden, to the right of the Kranidi

road just outside the town, contains a sizable collection of
painted shards, small vases, terra cotta figurines, pieces
of bronze--including a bronze mirror and the visor of a helmet

jointed dolls, etc. The source of most of these objects is
undoubtedly the ancient necropolis, in which in fact the garden

is situated. Photis Papabasileiorf has coins, a few earrings

and rings, and a glazed terra cotta pyxis top with an Aphro-

Fig. /9^i^9r/>/e
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dite in relief upon it. He gave us tiie body of a jointed doll

probably typical of those which Philadelpheus reported finding

in great numbers in the graves. It is of terra cotta, extant

height 7.5 cm. The body is nude, female, and simply but realisti

cally modelled. There are stumps of a neck and arms, each with

a pin hole for fastening the separate movable members. The upper

legs are modelled in one piece with the body, the separation

between the legs being indicated by a rounded indentation. At

the knees are three small projections, one with a Jianizontal
pin hole, the other two broken off, for holding the movable lower

legs.
r

We bought from the shoemaker, G-eorgios Loulcas, a handful

of coins found in his back yard. These range from a silver Aegine-

tan turtle of the early sixth century (Head, no. 316; counter-

marked with a star on the turtle's back), tlirough a bronze Sicyon

dove (fourth century; 138-42), a bronze Argos wolf (228-146

B. C.; BMG 138), an Elian Zeus and eagle, an Augustus Caesar, and
several early Byzantine bronze coins; three of Constant I (333-350),
an Anastasius I (491-518, mint of Constantinople), of Justin II
(565-78^ both from the mint r^f (Sinl^rn.'̂ injpli^, and a Tiberius II
(574-78^ mint of Constantinople).

We have not thought it necessary to mention the numerous
marble slabs, moldings, etc. to be seen around the town.
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B. THE ElTVIHOilS OE HEHMIOiTE

Boads; Tlie possiBle land routes to and from Herraione are limited

in numBer "by mountains and sea. The chief road in ancient times as

"today started west alongside of the Pron and Cuckoo llountainj Today

it leads to the chief town of the district, Kranidi^ in anciant

times it led directly to liases, the modern Koilada. In ancient

times there was also a Ilalieis, on the harbor now called

?orto Shell. Nowadays, travelling by vehicle, one must go first to

Kfanidi, whence there are branch roads to both Koilada and Cheli.

The ancient road to Halieis can have followed the rouoe of any of

a number of paths leading over and around the Biskouri hilis.

"We know from Pausanias (ii. 36. 1) that there v/as a second

ary road to Mases bra,nching off from the Halieis road to the south

^f Cuckoo Mountain. This would simply have led around the back of

Guckoo to the region of Kranidi, and thence to Mases, probably

joining the direct road on the way.

m - ✓ « i ' if. _ f^ i

io He

L

Finally,

undoubtedly a road of some

sort between Ilermione and

Didymo, through the gorge

called Katapbyge, the only

gap between the enclosed vallju^y

of Didymo and the region to

the south (fig# 20)#
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Aqueduct and T/ells; ReEiains--es.iecially a fairly good stretch of

ahout five arches--of a Roman hrick aqueduct are still to be seen

along the north side of the Pron. This must have led to the foun-

tainr-rae '̂̂ i^^®^ Pausanias as made in his own day—into which
the water flov/ed from a place called Leimon. Prickenhaus and
Miiller mark on their map the ruins of a Roman fountain house near

the base of the Sisti, at the foot of the Pron. did not see
this, but the aqueduct in any case probably led into the town.
The Leimon from which v/ater was carried is somewhere to the south
of Guckoo Mountain, for there are slight traces of the aqueduct at
the foot of the mountain leading around that side- Curtius seems

to have known of a spring in that region, "a good hour on the way
to Kranidi" (the nineteenth century road followed the south side
of Mt. Cuckoo). Meliarakis suggested that the aqueduct had two
sources, the one mentioned by Curtius and another in the large
-oeribole near the shore toward the south end of the hauthern harbor.

The other fountain mentioned by Pausanias is generally
identified, quite satisfactorily, as the large well now in the
Papabasileios garden beside the ICranidi road-in and around which are
many ancient blocks (the fountain appears in the right center of
figure 20^.

•M'

of Zeus connection with the
sanctuary of Hera on the Pron, Pausanias mentions a corresponding •esfr
sanctuary of Zeus on Cuckoo iCountain, the mountain some little
distance to the west af the Prin. Cuckoo Mountain has two peaka^
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Cue/(^£>t^ ^cu/17'̂ 91^ (^Pr^/oji. J'//j:$)
seen /re>m north ^h£>re oP

of2. /to/fh. eAa./>€/

Ff^- 22- /Forth ^e^h of
CueJtoc Mou/j/Bn

separated "by a saddle (see fig« 21): the northern peak is slightly

lower hut sharper, the southern one long and very gradually

3looing\.to the west# On the northern peak stands today the little

ohapel of Prophet Ilias (fig. 22), on a leTel area measuring about
14 by 10 meters, next to which the rooka which form the rest of the
peak rise steep and jagged (fig- 23)- There is almost no soil
even on the level area around the chapel- A few nondescript sherds,

rough and unglazed, were found on and near the peLi; near the
chapel was one piece of unmistakable ^lack gaftze- In the wall of
the chapel, inside the door and to the left, is incorporated a worked
block, -83 m- long and -06 m. deeo, with a smooth surface, rough
pitted back, and rounded edge; one of•the concealed surfaces ^
may be inscribed- There are very possibly other ancient blocks in 9
the chapel, hidden by whitewash- The sanctity of the spot may
have been concentrated originally around the impressive jagged
rocks- The long southern slope of the mountain yielded nothing m the

I way of ancient remains#
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TagQulat figure 24 (figure 1 is an enlargement of this) shovrs the

position of the prehistoric mound knovm as Magoula—Prickenhaus

and LIuller's "ilycenaean necropolis." Its site, on a natural

/VA Z^.

ihof^e
Ur/'ouJ).

mound close to the sea, on an excellent harhor, and on the edge

of a fertile, well-protected plain, is a good one for a prehistoric

dwelling site. There is no reason to call it a necropolis; tne

finds v/ere simply sherds, which modern research enables us to
describe in somewhat more detail thcAby the simple application of

the general terra "Mycenaean."

'githout excavation!^ and a careful study of stratification,
little, of course, can be said with certainty about any sherd or

group of sherds. There can be no doubt, however, that the fifty
or so sherds collected by us on the site (and now included in/the
American School collection under the label M14) cover a period

ranging from Early Helladic to Late Helladic HI. Some attempt
was made to classify our sherds by comparing them with Blegen's des?
descriptions of the pottery of Korakou and Zygouries. V/e offer

the following with full awareness of the dangers of such classi-
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fication on such a "basis,! "but in the hooe that this "brief catalogue

of the more distinctive pieces v/ill give some idea of the range of

styles found on the site#

To the Early Helladic period must belong at least some

of the handmade pieces: no. 1 is an unslioped, gritty sherd,

lightly polished, red v;ith black mottling; no. 16, part of a large,

round pot with wide, splaying rim, has a narrow slipped stripe around
the top of the rim, is other\7ise gritty red and poorly baked;

11, Y/ith a red glazed stripe on a white slip, seems to be part of

a sauceboat, but of an exceptioanlly, perhaps impossibly, large

one; 13 has brownish-red vertical stripes on a light Y/ash, and
Very slight traces of a stripe running aground the base of a handle

or spout; 14, the most distinctive piece in the group, has a dull,

"brick-red coat with thin parallel lines and zig-zags in Y/hite; of

two large, coarse splaying rim pieces, one is decorated Y/ith a row
of nipples just under the rim (no. 18), the other (19) with a
ribbon of adjacent squarish bumps.

To Middle Helladic Y/e have assigned with little hesitation

several pieces of Minyan Y/are: 20-23 are gray; 24 is broY/n-black
("Argive" Minyan? )f and 25 is yellov/; the shapes show the usual
"metallic" character. The following also seem probable: 26,

with a matt-painted festooned stripe; 27, broad, dull black
parallel stripes and traces of curves, on buff; 33, red running

quirks on buff; 35, an unslipped, horizontal handle (cf. Kora^,
V fig. 30, 2S); and 37, a ribbon handle v/ith festooned stripes,

matt black on buff.
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Of the apparently Late Hella.dic sherds, vre mention here
-Tjr^

/1
only , a fine,, thin, rather soft, h±sh rihhon handle of unpainted

tuff; 40> with hroad red or black glased stripes on

a buff or pinkish ground; 45, a pinkish, rough, unslipped goblet

or kylix stem; 46 and 47, roughly glazed, striped round handles;

and 48, thin buff v/are with a red slip inside and red concentric

circles or spirals on the outside#

Boat houses; On the sea shore less than ten minutes' v/alk south of

Jlagoula, are three parallel roY/s of conglomerate blocks running

east north east from under the road into the aea (fig* 25). The

blocks average 1.25 m. by .65 m. in length

and width. Of the northernmost and best-

preserved row, about 20 blocks are visible,

running for a distance of about 30 meters.

The two more southern rows begin and appa^r-

ently ended successively a little farther

east and farther out from shore. The dis

tance betYireen the first and second roY/s

(from north to south) is about 5m., between the second and third

rows 3m. The inequality in the width of the blocks may be due to

''^eo.ring av/ay by v;ater.

Of the "^ny coarse sherds found in the marshy land across

the road, most, and quite probably all, are modern, the "foundatans"
Ohothe shore are regarded by the local inhabitants as of great anti-

'^.uity •

The rows must have been part of some sort of harbor workss

Ik.

;U'- A/orfhern
ft>w e>-p of
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jl docks or wharves or perhaps the approaches to ship sheds like those
i

I' in the Zea harhor at Peiraeus. (See for a sugfj,estion

as to their role in the defense system sf Hermione.)

The convent of Hagioi Anargyroi at the southern foot of Cuckoo

Mountain (cf. fig. 7) deserves mention. ¥e have not visited it,

hut have heen told that it contains many archaia; these may he

ancient or only Byzantine. Some clue might he found there as to

the'location of the temple of Apollo at the foot of the mountain,

already partially in ruins in Pausanias' day (iii 36. 2; see

ahove, p. 12). fhe Hagioi Anargyroi, however, Kosmas and Dauion,
imply the tradition of another ancient cult, that of the Dioscuri,
of whom they are frequently the descendants. The hills that rise
immediately behind the convent seem to he ve pi^lerved the very
name of the Dioscuri, see p. 53 helow. Mr. Gostas Hhomaios, of the
Poklore Archives of the National Academy, has suggested another
possible indication of the cult of the Dioscuri in this region in
the name of Didyx^oi, officially now Didyma and locally Didymo; to
he sure the mountain and the village derived their name immediately

from the twin peaks, hut of all the twin-peaked mountains in Greece
why was this particularly "The Twins" (note the masculine plural of
the ancient form) ? At present there is a chapel of
Prof. Dlias on the peak rhat overlooks the village and if £ I'lias
frequently replaces Zeus (cf. ahove pp. 45 f.) it is poesihle
that he replaces the sons of Zeus.
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OTHER T0T7ES OE THE HERMIOITID

In addition to Hermione (and Eileoi, on the way from Troezene)

Pausanias speaks of three other se ^.tlements in the Hermionid—

Halike, Mases, and Didyma. The identification of the la.st naiaed

causes no trouble: it occupied without doubt the same enclosed

upla.nd valley as the modern village of Didymo, under the high,

twin-peaked mountain of the same name# Pausanias's Halike can

only be the Halieis, Halia., or Halias Ge of other V;^riters» The

location of Halieis and Mases is interdependent: according to

Pausanias Halieis is reached by turning left from the road to

Mases; wherever Maumt xx Halieis is Mases is to the right oi it,

from the' point of view of a person coming from hermione. Hov/ on

the coast of the Hermionid three ancient sites have long been knovm:

(1) at Petrothalassa (Thalassopetra"of the British Army Map,
1; 100,000, sheet L 8, is incorrect) named after a large rock or

islet in the sea off-shore, some 6 or 7 kilometres south oi Her

mione; (2) the extensive ruins on the north shore of the Bouzefka
peninsula, forming ^he south side of Porto Cheli; (3) the meagre
ruins at the south-east corner of the well-protected bay of Koi-

north-west

lada, about fifteen kilometres sxHStesxsi of Hermione. ¥e have no
additions to make oo the list of tovm or villsge sites. Since Halieis
must he to the left of liases we hawe the choice of Petrothalassa (1),
or Bouzeika (2) for Halieis, i.nd of the Bouzel'ka (2) or Epilada (3)
for Mases. In the nineteenth oentur# there was considerable disagree
ment and several writers decided that -ases was on the Bouzeika.

I More recently site (1) has been left out of account, site (2)
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Bouzeika—»5i"ven to Halieis, and site (3)--Koilada—to Mases

(e.g., "by Bolte, s .v. Halieis). The locacioos are convincing.

We know that -^alieis was founded early in the fifth century with

at least considerable support from the expelled Tirynthians, that

it figured in the Peloponnesian a:\v4r, and was solidly in the

Laconi^^n ranks in the fourth century. At this time it seems to kK
have led an independent existence as a city state. Tov/ards the end

of the fourth century it issued its ovm coinage (Svoronos, RIAH X

[1907], but by Pausanias^s time if inhabited ( a few later

sherds were seen by us on the Bouzeika) its life as a city had come

to an end. The site on the Bouzefka has a circuit of city walls of
\

ashlar construction close to a mile in length on the land side

(cf. plan III); the enclosed area is coii^vered with ancient pottery
B.C.

and house v/alls; nothing earlier than the fifth century was found
A

by us; the harbor is excellent and in the large necropolis to the

wast and north Philadelpheus found pottery acf only of the fifth

and fourth centuries B.C. Ho thing comparable is to be seen at the

rival site of Petrothalassa. The impression v/e received of ij;s
-n I'

Scanty antiquities was of similarity to the remits on the Bouzeika,

and Miliarakis is probably right in talking of it as a part of

the Bouzeika settlement; the land a is at the present time f^med
by Cheliotes and Krar^diotes. The city itself must have been on

the Bouzeii:a. It follows that J^ases was in the Koilada Bay area.

A. PETROTHALASSA

The name is applied to the sea coast stretching from Cape Mouzaki

(Bouporthmos ) west for about six kilometres, and particularly to

that area facing the large the thaias sa aboub t v.'0"» thirds

I of the distance along from the tip of Mouzaki( see fig^. 26, 27).
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ThfthorT consists of v/ide, sandy -beaches and sharply ©Boded
con-loiaerate rochs; the conglomerate is characteristic hoth here

and in the district around Cheli. It is rolling rather dry coun

try, the coastal strip extending to no more than a kilometre
inland "before reaching the gentle crest of the hills. Por all

chat it is good country, and, of late, extensively cultivated
out of Krannidi and Cheli (cf. fixg • 28).

The path fro.:] ^^erraione passes throu^ the wide valley

to the south-v/est (Kappari, dominated hy the convent of Hagioi
Anargyroi) and skirts the northern and western walls of a large
Turkish nerivole., now owned hy an admiral on Hydra (45 min.).

S 0 TJl til T"nT— 4-^

•JSienoe tlie path leads uaKSH and west through the low hi
the Diskori Pigadi (welx) in a level area among the hills (30 min.).
Hiliarakis (p. 252) had reported thac the ridge south of Hagioi
Anargyroi was called Diskouria and had suggested a connection willh
the Dioscuri; we were told of the name Diskori for these hills hut
our informaint on thid point knew of the repicted connection with
the Dioscuri. We have more confidence in the name of the well,
natural features of the landscape, we have found, often get along

with no particular name-nisi or vo^ are very popular-or v.ith
any that is offered from the outside; there has heen considerable
sucoess in reintroduoxng ancient mountain names in the Peloponnesos.
Vital spots such as wells cannot get along without specific
designatioEis.
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At the well one large worked "block with worked depressions

was "built into the coping. About ten laetres to ohe north were four

congloiaerate blocks, mostly buried, in an east-west rowsi. Of ohe

fevi potsherds lying around none could be certainly identified as

ancient, and large conglomerate blockpji, by theuselves, are of little

help; the material is easy to cut and little variety in technicj.ue

is available.

Shortly after the pigadi the path descends and leads even

tually to Cheli. (Alternative routes between Hermione and Cheli

cross the hills further to the west, avoiding most of Petrothalassa,

or reach the coast earlier, near Mouzaki ). Some twenty minutes beyond

the well, to the east of the path and about 400 metres inland,is

the ktima of Andreas Antonopoulos. For convenience we snail refer

to ohis site as Petrothalassa A: about

ICQ m. to the east of a newly dug well,

iija field around a small kalyvi are a
number of v/orked, rectang^ular conglo

merate blocks; rows 2 and 3 ra» long

can be made out (see fig. 29). To the

south of the KhalyTi is a large stone olive press,: .55 m. lon|̂
by 1.20 m. wide hy .30 m. high, undoubtedly ancient. Large

blocks ant of conglomerate are to bs seen in the garden

immediately to the south-east of the new well and in the orchard
to the west. Arectangular buii^ing of sgjch blocks once existed
just to the south-east of the new well, and although most of the
blocks have been removed to make way for an onion garden the south
west corner is still in si feu.. In the rourss of ihK digging the well
a north-south stretch Sf wall of the same construction, at least

f/c>\ ^
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2 m. long was found about 1 m. below the surface; 4 m. below

the surface a layer of sherds v;as met. The blocks, but unfortunately

not the sherds,v/ere found again and shown to us. Other conglomerate

blocks, some probably worked, are built into nearby fences and

terrace walls. About 100 m. to the west of

the new Y/ell is an old well of rectangular

conglomerate blocks (fig. 50); its internal

dimensions are 1.55 m. by .90 m»; eight to We/I sf
Pefrcifis/^:fS^

nine o urses are visible above the water level.

An average block measures 1.10 m. by .70 m. by.40 m. Some 3 m. to the

v/est of this welll is a v/all running northeast-southwest; two courses

at most of rectangular, yellow tfo nglomerate are visible in this

stretch of 11 blocks( fig. 30). The blocks are approximately 1.25 a

long and .50 m. wide. The wall can be traced down to the sea.

By Petrothalassa B v/e mean the fields and the hill facing

the nisaki. the rock in the sea, some ^00 metres east of Petro-
thalassa About 300 m. 3S west of the rock and about 200 m. inland,

built into a terrace wall, we found a large fragment (.30 m. long

by .15 m. high) of a heavy rim of yellowish terracot^ nearby was a
smaller fragment of the same material. We found^similar piece on

the Bouzeika. Some 300 m. oo the northeast, on a rocly,pine-covered,
hill top were the ruins of a small church of rubble and mortar.
ITearby was a small cistern (?) of cement. According to the local

people ( who have not farmed the area for long) the church is supposed
to be very old and a iiinima (tomb) containing valuables was opened
nearby. Below, on the ploughed terraces of the hill, were a few

small pjatches of sherds, some of which are clearly ancient. The
' 1 ' itiA

I'
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conglomerate "blocks "built into the terrace v/alls may perhaps

come from an earlier vrall; however, natij^l conglomerate boulders

and worn worked "bloCi;s are hard to distinguish.

The pottery at r^itle r of the sites is distinctive; those
pieces that are closest to being datable would seem to be Hellenistic,

e.g. a black glaze fragment from site B. As a whole they are remini-
11

scent of the Bouzeika site (Halieis) as are the ashlar walls of

large conglomerate blocks, whose use for house walls is especially

Kcharacteristic of both sit'^s.

Purely on the basis of v/hat we saw we would feel justified

2!± in speaking of only one ancient site, Petaothalassa X, on whose

putskirts were found the sherds at Pet.0thalassa B. But of previous

accounts only Miliarakis (p. 253) agrees with us: he records a well

of rectangular blocks^, and a wall running down to the sea, but he

also mentions ruins under dsfeK water opposite the rock, i.e. near

Petrothalassa Bj noThing of the sort could be seen Is. by us. Be

"Vaudrimey saw the ruins of an Hellenic fortress 5000 m. south of

Hermione on the shore of the sea, a little island forming its port

(Boblaye, p. 61.). The description "port" is misleading; the rock

can hardly be said to afford any shelter and the erosion of the

coast makes us wonder if the island was not part of the mxainland

in ancient times. On the British Admiralty Chart, Ho. 1525, "Hydra

Bay", compiled in 1838, the words "Ant. Halice (ruins)" are marked

across from the rock and walls are shown on the south and south

east slopes of the hill across from and sli^tly to the east of

the rock. This could be the Hellenic fortress mentioned by the
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French. We scoured the whole hill and could find not the slightest
trace of such Y/alls . The upperxi slopes of the hill are not

cultivated and their disappearance (if they ever existed) within

the past 100 years is not easy to explains:. We suspect ohao the

remains at Petrothalassa A are the ones meant, and that the error

as to its x location arose from their "being x described roughly as

"near the rock in the sea" meaning xxx either the jXxx nisaki in a

general way or the smaller rocks in the Vw^ater nearer Petrothalassa

A. Pishing boats do use the beach at this point. Having wasted much

time at the site marked on the Admiralty chart, we were unable to

examine the environs of Petrothalassa A in as great detail as we

should have liked. More is probably to be discovered by inquiring

and looking around.

The path continues on to Porto Cheli reaching the village

in about an hour and a half, and the ancient site in a bit less,

passing through the necropolis of Halieis near Phlamboura. Agood
enough road for our friend Aristocritas*s wagon could easily have
exisoed in antiquity. Leake felt that the Petrothalassa site might

have been some small, unrecorded dependency of Hermione. We prefer

MiliaraJcis *s attaching it to Halieis. It is on the Halieis side of

the Diskouria ridge, its antiquities are very similar to those of
Halieis, it is farmed now XEt from x&sdk that side rather

than from Hermione; and, finally, StraboAs ( viif. 373) speaks of
the ^yrinthians of Halieis occupying the paralia of Hermione, which
fits this area very vrell.
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Hie country frou iCrannidi south to the sea is gentle, rolling,

and almost entirely aralDle# Alaout axn hour and a half due south

is the first-rate harhor of Porto Cheli# The waters are remarkably

sheltered, t]® entrance narrow and almost, invisible out at sea,

but possessed of a deep and clear channel nonetheless (see figg.

31-35, p. 58 )• The modern village is to the northwest of the ii

harbor near the spit of sand that connects the island, probably,

ancient Halioussa, to the main§|lnd# The villagers are evenly divided

between fishing and farming as their vocation. On the south side

of the harbor are two low hills which barely stand out acfrom a

distance (fig. 35); these form the Bouzei^a (cf. the Albanian "buze",

lip?). The more v^^esterly of the two descends to the sea as a promon--

tory, pointing towards the modern village and dominating the entrance

channel. The northern slopes of this hill and the lower land to thr

east is the ancient site we believe to be Halieis. See plan III,

copied from the Admiralty Chart, ITo • 1502, "Port Kheli", in the

collection of the British School; cf. also the inset in Uo. 2856a,

"Mediterranean Archipelago, South Sheet", in the American School

liorary. The ruins are marked "Mazes"; the chart was compiled in 1838

and remains ilie closest thing to a plan of the site. A more detailed

and accurate plan, recording what is visible cit the present day,

would be most rewarding in view of the considerable number of buildings

still traceable. It v/ould require, howe]^er,an experienced surveyor

as the site is on a number of different levels. It is to be hoped

that such a plan will be drawn before the agricultural

potentialS^S of the site are exploited much further.
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Pig. 31 gives the view from the top of the hill, 174 ft.

high according to the Admiralty chart, looking south and south

west. There is a clear view all the v;ay across the Argolic dulf

and over the entrance channel. SpetSsas is visible on the extreme
( ^

left. Pig. 36 is taken from the same spot looking northwest to-

vvards the village; all the foreground is vrithin the city walls.

Pig. 34 looks north across the haxhor to

Mt. Didymo, whose peak is in the clouds.

Pig. 37 looks northeast to Cape liouzaki

(Bouporthraos ) and Petrothalassa, across

the low neck of land hetv/een Porto
/?/j/

Cheli and Phlamhoura Bay.

/vV.30" of^heif
{i^rbor. ^euze/ha m fore-
^roUnct. norfJi offnoahb^

nis'i on jef/, on
O

/y^. 37- View /rom 3ou2^/hdr norf/itoesV
•iowaro/ Mou^-^fi.

It will he seen from the plan that starting from the top

of the hill the Y^alls follow the ridge to the northwest almost

to the tip of the promonsctory, hut turning north northeast ax

few metres before the end. On the other side^ the line of the Vvralls

descends to the northeast into the small valley between the two

hillsx (fig. 35), turning back to the northwest on fairly

level land. Most of the remains are to be found within these walls,

in the flat areaiac to the east, and in the waters of the harbor
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to the north of the site. Even approaching the site, however,

walking along the shore from the north, one meets indications of

ancient habitation; e.g., at a point 200 ra. south of the northeast

corner of the harbor and opposite the north end of the Exstga:

village the sherds are numerous along the shore and in a baicnk
large

two metres from the water s edge, and nearby is aj^rectangular.
conglomerate block , over a metre long and a half metre high and

wide; of the sherds at this point a ^ fair number seem to be

late Roman.

Along the south shore, from a bank about two metres high.

one metre from the sea, project at short intervals portions of sc
of large, rectangular, conglomerate blocks'

walls two and three courses highj^ averaging one metre in

length, .70 m. in hs-i^t, a,nd .50 m. in width. At times they

are continued out into the v/ater-- witness one rov; of some tvirelve

blocks—although here only the surfaces are visible. Eig. 38 sho\/s

a stretch of three blocks

fi'c. 32- Ccnc'/onterafe hfecks
^shore of'^euzefM^.

running south^teast -north

west. The middle block has

dimensions of 2.50 m. by

o65 m. by jc .35 m. ; there

is a she.llow rectangular jo:

cutting on the upper face

of the northwest end, which

is broken off; a fourth

block, not visible in the picture, meets thi^ central block per
pendicularly, runnine northeast-southwest and disappearing into

the bank. This handsome, heavy construction is characteristic of
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the v;hole sit©, and although we suspect that sun-dried 'brici: was
huilt on socle of stoi.e, in those cases where it is possible to see
more than a few projecting inches of each block there are indications
of more than single course. The conglomerate is the natural rock

of the hill and it is perhaps possible to make out evidence of

quarrying below the top of the hill, to the northeast. The relative

ease in cutting this rock would encourage the generous use of it.

On the shore many scattered sherds are to be found and the

outlines of buildings can be mad^out in tne v/ater. One rectangular'̂ voo'l
in the sea near the shore preserves stucco on the inside of the walls.

In the fields inland many v/alls project above the surface. We in

clude a sketch of an area in which the outlines are particularly

clear, plan IV". It is possible that a plan of the whole site would

disclose streets and an organized city plan , a reasonable hope

since the city was founded in the fifth century.

Most of the pottery found is coarse \vaxe, alternating with

innumerable roof tiles^ but a fair amount of black glaze was picked up,

including one red-figured sherd of Atcic origin and the bo i^tom of a

fifth century cup ( see the sherd to the

left in fig. 39). Among the miscellaneous Q)
objects found in this area we may mention

T., . ... nr- /rctft arsve, ioHr
What looks like an iron tent pin, .15 m. .

long, consisting of a tapering shaft and a wide flat tip, .04 m.

long , bent over at the top.

Most of the blocks seen were of conglomerate but towards

the v/est, near the city wall^ ..here were a number of v/orked lime

stone blocks. On the other side of the city sodbk, about 100 m.
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northeast of the kalyvi (half of v/hich helogigs to Mr# AnargjTos

Diiaotsis of Kranilidi and San Prancisco ) near the eastern angle

of the city wall, a, pinkish liraestoiae column .50 m# long

"by .36 m# diaiiieter, was "built into a terrace wall running east-

west; it v;a.s "broken at one end, roughly finished, and shov/ed no

signs of fluting. A similar section of column, whitevjashed, is

"built into the floor of the kalywi; it is ahout .40 m. high a&d

has a diame-oer of ahout .25 m. Suiltx into terrace walls at two

points were sawn ssL blocks of yellowish conglomerate; the dimen
sions of one were .27 hy.09 hy . 21 m. (broken). A small unbroken

block of poros was also found,.10 ra. high, .12 m. wide and .06 m.

deep, carrying a simple step moulding. About 6 m. northwest of
the kalyvi. imsjsjdsim there is a carefully worked circular pit in

the natural conglomerate about one metre across and two metres

deep; the bottom, we v/ere told, is virgin rock, but the pit is
now full of brush .and we were unable to see it.

ITear the point v/here the city walls meet the sea in the

western part of the town we saw a large circular hole revealing
two courses of a conglomerate ashlar wall. The upper course, the
smaller of the two, is perhaps a string course and the masonry

may be pseudo-isodomic ashlar. Prom this pit, we have it on first.
hand authority, came the three small

♦

slcvphoi oi ko tylae (as Payne preferred

to in fig. 40. They
F/'cf. frcryi

vrere found in a rough pottery container, o ^cuTLeik^

since broken. The smaller two are too small to habe been
of practical use and were probably votives, as they could hardly
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have come from graves r/ithin the city walls (cf. Payne,

ITecrocorinthia, 334 f» and especially fig« 181& 1)) • Their

simplicity makes the dating of the large cla,ss of smaller

cups difficult. Suffice it to say that they are of Corinthian

work and could he as late as the middle of the fifth century,

though a somewhat earlier date is preferable. Thus they may he-

among the first objects dedicated after the founding of the city.
at _ _

There are three sanctuaries at least to he found Halieis--
2

one of Asclepius, not founded until the fourth c.ntury (l^ IV* 1»

129* 19 ff*)» ons Apollo (IG I* 87* 32 f*, late fifth century)
and probably one of Dionysus (Schol. Townl. Hom. I_1 • i//,) •
Since a iac copy of a treaty i- to be set up by the city of Halieis

in the sanctuary of Apollo one might suppose that Delphi was

meant, but Apollo appears on the coins of the city and a sanctuary
there to tne god who guided them to the iiermionid (Ephorus, ap.
Stepli. Byz., s.v. Halieis^ is likely enough.

The city walls can he traced in their full course with but
few and brief uncertainties. Ihe general line of the Admiralty
chart can be taken as correct. For most of the course only the
upper surface witji perhaps a few inches more is vi»ible.-ihe
whole covered -with undergrowth-is visible ( we were, therefore,
unable to include photographs). The ridge to the left xt fig. 36
carries the northwest flank of the wall. Two parallel rows of
long, rectangular blocks of conglomerate, are observable in many
places, the total width being between 1.50 ra. and 2.00 m., and
greater, when composed of three parallel blocks, as is certainly the
case at a number of points. IXickenlxauss and duller described
the technique as that of good, large, breccia blocks on the
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fapade with ruhhle filling- The ruhble ± filling is likely
enough although at present no rubble is to be seen- YT'e have sug

gested for b«-M-Kw the house v/alls that sun-dried bricks were WiimA

set on coi^lomerate socles. Could this have been ^he case with
the city walls? Prickenhauss e.nd lluller do. not suggest it and the

v/alls may have "teen in better condition forty years ago - mSsxE

Where more than ixsxjsxBaaoESs: one course is visible now their pre

sence or their preservation may be explained by ohe sloping of the

ground. In general, however, our impression is that the visible

blocks belong not to the lowest course nor to a socle but to

higher courses- This is most likely on the wide flat area on the

summit of the hill, which we T/ould describe as the acropolis of

the city. Considering the modest scale of the town the area is

sufficiently large- It is crossed by the southernomst east-west

str .-^tch of wall on plan III- The outlines of several rectangular

buildings are to be seen- To the south the native rock crops out

at a pronouncedly lower level, some 15 m- av/ay and some 10 m.
below- The space between the line of the walls and the native

rock IS a convex curve of soil- Even allowing for a sharp

drop in level just ouaside of the acropolis ve suspeca that the walls
are most 3c likely to be preserved to some height at this point.
Even on top of several courses of masonry it is still possible, of
course, that sun-dried brick was used.

De Vaudrimey (Boblaye, 61 f-) observed a gate in the walls
and this was probably the structure shown half away along the
western line of walls on the Admiralty chart- We noticed at Atexm
the same spot blocks perpendicular to the walls and on their in
side. Low.;r down, near the point where the walls reach the sea.
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there appears to have "been a round tower, on a slight rise

coia;;iandins the tip of the promontory, which lay outside the walls.

Th-i-s is the only tov/er we could find (unless a small rectnangular

structure on the acropolis was attached to the walls) and we could

diotinguish no jagg in the wall-

Among various object seen "by us in the upper part of the

city v/as the rim of a large, yellowish, terracotta vessel, -21 m-

long (cf- a similar piece found at Petrothalassa B, p- 55 above);
four pieces of what appeared to be a large, marble handle, two

pieces making a join and one (.09 by -06 m. long) m th "traces of
two square bosses and a depression in between; a small unfinished
base of fine, li^t grey limestone, -28 m. by .24 m. by .23 m.

hi^. -'•t^s interesting that despite cordial cooperation by the
local people we could hear of no coins ever found on or near

the site, nor were we able to locate any inscriptions or inscribed
fragments. Areport that many years ago a British ship removed a
piece of marble from Hagios Milianos on Cape Milianos, some five
kilometres away, is the closest we came to finding an inscription
(for this cape, see above p. 10). ¥e suggest that we were spared
the most common of ±a3E provincial inscriptions, late grave stones,
because the city was almost deserted in Roman times. The absence of
civic and religious inscriptions may be expla ned by the abandonment
of the site and the lapse of many centuries before regular habi
tation nearby could make use of worked blocks for building pur-
poses^by which'̂ 'ttfe site had received a protective covering of
earth from the hill side and part of the town had been submerged
in the waters of the harbor. The historical connections of the
town and the known existence of sanctuaries holds forth the pos-
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siTaility of interesting epigraphic material of the fifth mi

century through the Hellen^tic period.

The main gate of the city T/ould have "been in the plain to

the east, facing to^.-ards •^"^ermione. Today a. patji runs along the small

valley to the east, skirting the northeast-southwest stretch -^f wall.

We suggest that there may have "been a gate just south of the eastern

most angle of the v/alls where several large blocks are built into the

kalyvi and the native rock is exposed and deeply v/orn. Approaching from

the east today^it is v/here the visitor leaves the path to e2<plore

the site (unless he has followed tie sh^re all the way), ihe projecting

eastern angle of the wall would then have served to dominate the un-
enemy

shielded right side of an.approaching from the plain.

The necropolis of the city is, for the most part, on the

neck of land betweenn Porto Cheli and Phlaiaboura. Bay, three kilometres

wide at the narrowest point. Philadelpheus, who reported graves towards

Kosta on the coast facing Spetxsas as Y/ell, investigated several ,

most of which had already been rifled; what little was found was

characteristic of tx.e fifth and fourth centuries. We learnt that graves

are constantly being found in the course of farming.^toancsES Their
disposition strongly suggests that they were placed on either side of
the road between Halieis and Hermione, by way of Petrothalassa, cuttigg
obliquiely across the middle of the Phlamboura neck. With the coopera
tion of local farmers the course of the road might well be determined.
It would be the final steoch in the road taken by the invalid ^
Anacritos and his silent companion, the sacred snake, from Epidauruf.

The contents of one grave, accidr^g,tally opened, were kept dcx^
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together and have "been presented to

the American School. The grave v;as

situated "betv/oen Phlemhoura and Gheli;

it was rectangular, each side consis-

ti^

ting of a single slab of sioi.e. The grave was orinented east-
west, the head of the body was to the east. Three objects were
found in the grave: (1) a bronze strigil of common fifth or fourlh
century design. The bladestis broad, deeply curved, and bent to a
right angle; the handle Kis in one piece with the blade, forming
a loop which was fastened by a soldered attachment, now broken off.
The handle itself is broken off at the end, at the point :7here it ,
was fastened. For a closely similar shape, cf. Metropolitan Uuseum ,

—1 -in-* dp ted "nro'bci.'bly fourth century
Greek and Roman Bronzes, no. 8b/, aaiiea pxj j

B.C." The strigil Y/as found near the right foot of the "body
(2) Tv/o hlack-glazed pots, shown together lu fig. 41.

The two-handled cup (figg. 42, 43,

and 44, for which, along Y/ith fig* I II
45, we are most grateful to Iliss ll
Allison itantm) was found near

the left arm. Below the left foot

. V t'
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of tlie iDody V7as found the

single-handled mug (fig- 45).

The decoration of concentric

circles on the bottom of the

tv/o-handled cup is similar iat

to that on a broken cup found

by us in the city (fig. 39).

Both pots from the grave are very veil made. The glaze reddish-

brown on the upper parts and on the insid^. Miss Lucy Talcott inforas
us that the finding of the two pots together ixn the saite grave -

is somewhat surprising. The mug has Attic parallels of the first k2C±x

half of the fifth century. The two-handled cup, on the other hand,
woald seem to belong rather to the latter part of the fifth century.

Miss Talcott feels that since the original owner was quite certain
that he found them together and apparently undistuiirbed, our sur

prise at the conjunction of the two pots is due to our ^ignorance
of the history of provincial shapes.

Various information was given to us about other graves. In

one a stamnaki ras said to have been found, decorated with a lion
on one side and an f>u' on k the other. Just outside the
city wall on the promontory at the northwest of the city a grave
was found containing a number of armless ; their
description sounded similar to those known from the graves of
Hermione (cf. pp. 42 f. * above).

In the vicinity of Halieis the Erench expedition early m

the last century {Boblaye, 61 f. ) recorded antiquities on their
maps the ruins of a temple near"Cape Mylonas", i.e.. Cape Milianos,
and, nearby, what seemed to be "un grand tumulus"±; the latter.

-from
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we suspect, is the sharplj^ groded sandy hill quite clear

from the sea and v/hich may perhaps he made out in fig. 4, to the

right. Mention has been made of the marble block removed from

the chapel on the cape, could learn nothing by inquiry of any

worked blocks that would suggest the ruins of a temple. Miliarakis

also marks on his ma.p two points for ancient remains betv/een Cape

MiliaJios, Kosta : nd Gheli. 0|mly graves in this area v/ere reported

to us by our informants.

Almost 400 m. east of the modern village of Porto Gheli end

about 100 m. east of the well on the Krannidi road we saw large

piles of late Roman--ear||ly Byzantine sherds. Some habitation

would seem to have existed in the harbor in the early ByzantiHe

period •

The site of Halieis still possesses considerable interest and

the enthusiastic description of the Prench surveyors in the last

century suggests that more was visible at that time. We hope that

advantage will be taken of an unusual emircumstance, the foundation

of a fifth century tovm and the building of fifth and fourth centuyy

houses with lo.rge conglomerate blocks, to investigate ohe site

further and at least to make a detailed and accurate plan vdaile iSt

this is still possible. Should anyone be interested in visiti ng.. the

Site and the extrjoely pleasant harbor and village of Porto
Cheli, we urge him to ask for the house of our very good friend
Iannis Rozos, who livejfifteen minutes from the village along the

shore towards the sitej he and his relatives ase well acquainted with
the whole area and will make any visitors feel most welcome.
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The interest if the site of Halieis is hound up with its history

nd. the date of the building of the city and its walls, which, as

yet, re hy no means altogether clear (cf. Bolte, M VII» 2246 ff. ;

Svoronos, RIAIT X [1-^07], 5 ff.). The earliest certain date associated

v/itxi the site is 459/8 when the Athenians Itnded a force and were

k defeated hy Corinthianits and Epidauriansl| (Thuc. i. 105. 1; Oliver,

'' Hesperia II [1933], 96,says they were defated hy the arrival of

Corinthians and Epidaurians hut there is nothing shmpk in the •

text to suggest that the allied forces were not on the s^^ot all the

time). The famous Eaaoaaciigcx trihal casualty list for that year

I recordsjthe fieldx£/ 929. 3). Athens ravaged
the land later, in 430 and in 425 (Thuc. ii. 56 and iv. 45. 2).

Shortly thereafter, before 413 when Laches, the proposer of the

treaty, was killed at Mantinea, and probably in the year 423, Athens

concluded an agreement Y/ith Halieis vhereby she v/as to have a naval

station there so long as the v/ar lasted and Halieis was not to

rec^ve any garrison within the v/alls nor to permit jjiraoes (or
privateers--the'word is ^ certain resoration) in i us

territory (IG I^ . 87 and Herjitt, Hesperia XIV [1945], 97-105; cf.
and Davidson, ML ^VI [1935], 70 ff.) We know then that

the area Y/as under attack hy 459 and that there Y/as a city with

v^alls by 423. Working hack from 423 to what date can we assign the
city f-nd its walls?

Certain provisions niiifc in the treaty vj'ith Athens suggest that
the walls had been in existence and made use of earlier by forces

hostile to Athens. Thus the requirement that enemy garrisons are

not to be received seems to be directed against the rec^tion of
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such, enemy forces as were in the territory and repulsed uhe

Athenian le^nain.^ in 459. Athenian concern 09 this point m&y

also have "been due to the follo\;ing piniK incident; sometime

"before 430, tie date of his execution (Thuc. ii. 67), xkE a

Spartan, Aneristus, had seized Kalieis, sailing in ^7ith only a

merchantship filled with men (Hdt. vii. 137). It is possible

that this feat v/as all the easier "because no walls had yet "been

"built; we might suppose that the 3.oar tans saw to the "building of

v/alls and the installation of an allied force of Corinthians and

Epidaurians to insure that their success v/as not emulated by the

enemy. However, the remarking on such unusual means for the cap

ture of a^own, .$he pravision of the Athenian treaty that Halieis
is not to rec'l^ve "privateers", and the fact that evidently all
citizens of Halieis had to swear to the treaty (cf. I£er?i-ct,
Hesperia XIV [1945], pp. 105 f.) suggest that the success ot
Aneristus depended rather on the traditional friendship of the

cities of the Arftolid with Sparta and the consequent cooperation
of the citizens than on the absence of adequate defenses. Far

this reason^ithe citizens were to swear the oath and Halieis was
not to evade its agreement by claitnins that there had been no
collusion with the enemy but that pirates had invaded the territory.

(A similar idea is seen in an Athenian treaty with Philip of
Bacedon some ten or twenty years earlier. IG 53 and Schweigsrt
Hesperia X VIII [ 1939], 170 f.; here the tables are curned: Athens
has been playing Perdiooas against Philip, Philip against BmiEK.
Perdiceasi co protect himself on this score Philip requires that b
the Athenians do not engage in or permit privateering against hip . )
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The nature of the Spartan exploit suggests that it took place

at a time v/hen, officially, Halieis v/as not ahle to welcome a

Spartan garrison and Sparta did not wish to appear to be starting

open hostilities "by sending warships on a regular eoqpedition. This

would "be the case in a period, or , rather, tov/ards the end of a

period ipioac of official friendship both Sparta and

Halieis with jiniUL Athens. How a treaty was in effect between

Hermione and Athens during the time of Ciraon's pacifj^ing influence

on Athens^ relations 'with the Peloponnese between 451 and 449 or

possibly shortly before 461 (Cimon was in exile as the result of

ostracism betw.en 461 and 451; 01i"ver, Hesperia II [1933], 494 ff. )•

After Gimon's death in 450 Athens'relations with the Peloponnese

deteriorated with hostilities breaking out in 446. Depen.^ing on the

date of the Athens-Hermione treaty we can put the Spartans' "Jlun-

official" seizure of Halieis either » (1) in the period shortly

before 461, i.e. in time for the Spartans to have garrisoned the

town with Epidaurians and Corinthians prior to the batole oi 459,

but an awkv/ard date in view of the Spartan preoccupation with Messene,

or (2) between 450 and 446 after the death of Cimon vHien matters

were building up to a head but fighting was not yet open (How and
V/ells Fa Comment^o.rv on Herodotus. Oxford, 1912] on Hdt. vii* 137
propose 461-450 assuming that « Spartan seizure meant an Argos-
Halieis allianoeat__«ie time of Argos-Athens cooperation, but the
one Athenian aHiS^Pseize Halieis,in 459, was rebuffed and
there is no reason to suppose she ever succeeded in this period).
Oliver prefers the date 451-44 9for the Hermione treaty and we would
then suggest 450 to 446, perhape 449 or 443^ Just after the death of.
Cimon_jfor the Spartan seizure of HaliciB.
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Oliver "believes zhat the earlier Athenian attempt in 459 was

more than a, mere raid. It is possible that the Athenians planned

to build a fort on the site tnd use Porto Cheli •' s a na,val base,

as they did later. Their move v/as, perhaps, to forestall the • -^

fortification of so strategic a spot by the enemy. a period \.hen

they vfsre allied with Argos a hostile base at Halieis could cut

their communications with th ir allies by blockading txie Argolic

gulf. Later Athens obtained her goal by constant raid^on ohe territory,

thus forcing Halieis to sue for peace.

The folloY/in^ chronology seems quite likely: in 459 Athens and- v

the combination of Epidaurus and Corinth clashed over the fortficationx

and occupation of the districto f Halieis. Epidaurus and CorinMi
• /

won and proceeded to fortify the town. Around 451 Athens under •

Cimon managed to, conciliatejthe Argolic cities and the garrisons •
was withdrawn. Between 450 and 446 Athenian relations witn Sparca
grewjvorse butii before hostilties broke out Sparta quiet|:y siezea >
the nou inhospitable Halieis and saw to its being garrisoned •
strongly enough to prevents anything* more than Athenian raids
in the:r years that followed; these, however, grew sufficiently
unpleasant to force an agreement^ between Halieis and Athens in

423. The provisions of this treatyiHii 'niiiiiiw suggest that Halieas
was doing its ov/n garrison;jing at the time.

Thus a date between 459 and 446 is not unlikely for the cijiy
walls. According to Scranton, the msxMi use of isodomic ashlar
and ieodomic trapezoidal with quarry or hamroer face ( the distinction
between quarry and hautaer face is not meaninifuX for conjloffier=.,tej
especially when exposed and worn) were used raostly between

425 and 375 B.C._> but the example of a city gate (Peiraeus,
'i
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early Asty gi-te) goes "back proTDa-lDly to 470 B.C. and the city
walls of SkyroB to 450 (Scranton, Greek V/alls, 85, 112, 176 f.).

'Tho were the seot-lers at Halieis and does their place of

origin shed ligho on ohe date of this foundation? Herodotus says

Aneristus cap&ured tk • 157). That there

were Tyrinthians established in the Heruionid a.fter the fifth century

is clear not only from rLgrodotus b.t from the discovery of £^orde of
fourth century Tirynthian coins near I^rannidlii, similar in style

to contemporary coins of Hermione^while no similar coins have ev.;r

been found at Tiryns and the site of Tiryns was probably abandoned

at this time (Svoronos, op. cit, ). Svoronos believes that not

only were the coins inscribed with the no.me of tae Tyrinthioi bilit

that the city later ca.lled itself officially Tiryns and not

Halieis; this would account for the reference in Stephanus of

Byzantium to Tiryns (s .v. ) as having been called Halieis earlier.
The ciroi mstances surrounding the removal of the Tirynthians •'

from their original home are unclear. Pausanias has several references

to the destruction of Tiryns by Argos without any re:^ence to
Halieis or any da.te (Paus. ii. 25. 8, 17. 5; viii. 27. 1). Strabo

(viii. 375), who alone speaks Specifically of the migration of the
Xj-iynthians, has them going to Epidaurus; other refugees, probably
from Midea--there is a gap in th text—to Halieis. It has usually taai
been assumed* Phat Strabo was in error but the truth of the matter

may be that some Tirynthians did go to IJpidaurus (perhaps only at
first) and some Ivlideans to Halieis; we have already suggested that the
Epidaurians who repulsed the Athenians in 459 may have been in
strumental in arranging for the occupation and the fortification
of the area. Stephanus (s.v. i of. £^1- )
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quotes Ephorus for the story that the jgpK Tirynthians were

counselled by Aj^ollo to go to the land of the Hermionians

many of v>rhota were " a.\ii(.5 "(fisheriaen). Both* these pas

sages (Strabo and StephanusJ^ su^jport the idea that the con
stitution of Halieis was not purely Tirynthian but** that

Other Argolid exiles and local Hennionians^ included.

This is confirued by the consideration that the original

Tirynthians were not known as fishermen and for the Tirynthiians

to achieve this reputation and for "Halieis" then to be transferjied

from the people to the town would require some cime; certainly
date of

such a proce :s in the ten years between the probo'bl.: expulsion *
A

of the Tirynthians in 469 (see below, p.7g ) and the

certain Athenia.n landing in 459 would be most surprising. There

is the possibility that the process v/as the other way around, i.e.

that the xolace i oself happened to be called Halieis and that the

word was taken m for the common word "halieis" ^auimm.= "fishermen"

and used as an ethnic. Halieis is used only of the place by Thucy-

dides (i. 105, 1) and in IG 929. 3, while Herodotus xx]8ia(vii. 137)

seems to use it of both place and people as do Xenaphon (iv. 216,

vi, 2. 3, vii. 2. 2), Strabo (viii. 372 f. ) and Stephanus .v.

). IG- 87, Diodorus (ii. 78, perhaps following

Philochorus) and Hesychius (s.v. ) use Halieis exclu-ively ofthe

people. IG !• 1 2. 60 and 42. 11 (followed probably Jay

Pausanias 4 24) uses and X Wo\Li T^v

The ending is Vith places in such forms as , a
stony part of Attica" (Hsch.), , x "a reedy place",
TC Xi/*!i/5 ^ i»a place of plane trees", olive

yard!* (? ) " , cf. . 'The plural would then

Y-S-
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be the "salty" or the "sea-v.ard places"; of. the a>-tachinj of the

paralia of Heruiione to Halieis Straho and the prohahlUe presence

of Che island of Halioussa nd the salr-lalce of Ververonda at tiie^

mouth of 'chG harbor; cf. also 3!ii3Z Halieion a.s the name of a mountain

probably by the sea, IG IV^. 1- 71. 15. The "sea-ward* places "
v/ould of course tend to be occupied by "sea-men", the halieis__.

In s.ny case it is likely that the fsx from v.orthless district
some

around Porto Gheli had a nam and^inhabitants before a settlement

^ a polls of the Argolid eocilcs who probably did not use the names
Tiryns, Tirynthioi (at any rate aat first) in view oi >^heir mi-^^ed
Korigin and their iniccorporation of the local Hermionians out took

over the local place or vocational name. Over a century and a half H*

later, .hen the city was a unity, che traditional fame of Tiryns
could be exploited by the whole city. Tlie fact of so je prior

habitation of the area, supported hitherto only by Buraian, may

explain the early fifth century hotylai in a^anccuary althoujh c
finds as a whole confirm that the city as such does not predate
the Persian wars. Asmall sanctuary may well have existed
the site earlier-that of A.-oHo who puided the new settlers thither,
^sanctuyy^ _ ^chenian treaty of 433, and of whose

cult at old Tirjrns there is no evidence (cf. Ivoronos, p. 22) ?
The evidence for the date of the expulsion of the Tirynthians

by Arsos points to as much as ten years before 459. Tiryns, thoufeh
not represented at Thermopylae, sent troops to Plataea in 479- ,
(Hdt. ix. 28. 4; Diodorus Smiculus xi. 66). This is the last certain
date wwe have for the existence of an independent £olis at Tiryns,
for the victory of a Tirynthian athlete at Oljmpia in 468 (Ox. rap.
U. pp. 84 and 93 n.) is not incompatihle w-ith the exile of his

t • •r*. 11 relates that< aft^^ AroiVQccmpatirioiis. Herodotus (vi. 35. 1) rela

our

on
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defeat "by Sparta at Gleonae in 494 Arg®s v;as compelled to admit

slaves to citizenship. His douloi are usually modified to second-

class citizens or perioeci (cf. Plut, llor. 243, Aris cot. Pol. 1303 a6).

When the Ar;;iive youth caiae to manhood the "slaves" v/ere expelled and

c.fter a battle took Tiryns. There they raohntained themselves for a

considerable (sychnon) time, blien the group at Tiryns resumed the

fight with Argos, probably v;hen that city v;as engaged at Tegea in

469, Argos v/as victorious and captured and destroyed Tiryns (ca. .
Walker in GAH IV [1929], 164), The Tirynthians who went to the

Herraionid might have been in opposition t^ the second-class citizens

when they first took over Tiryns and Mnjc therefore exiled at

that oime. But their recpeption by the anti-Argive Herraione implies

aetieet rather that they v/ere the mixed lot of perioeci and disenir.niR-

chised Argives v/ho were driven out of Tiryns around 469; we have

already noted the likelihood that the seotlers were not purely
Tirynthian. A lapse of ten years before the foundation of the new
city is not unparalleled and in fact immediate settlement would
have been surprising, 'Ihe intervening years raay'have been spent at _
Epidaurus (cf. the discussion of Strabo viii. 373, on pp. 75 f. above).

One may wonder why greater use had not «i been made of this
good harbor earlier. Difficulties with KRslraa the water supply, which
account for the long abandonment of the site later and which are still
serious, did not impede Halieis from flourishing once it was settled,
xt will be recalled that the defensive strength of Hermione lay m
its best land being easily protected from ravaging (pp. 25 f. above);
for a email city the additional defense of the long coastline of the
Oheli region would have been impractical. That it x was both a more
strategic and a more vulnerable area is seen by the Athenian xxto
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raids of 459, 430, and 425 as 'woll as tliG Spartan attack, in all

of which Heriaione itself suffered only in 430. A glance at the

map v;ill show why this was so, despite the excelleno harbor: die

i.'hole dist-'ict projects into rhe sea. and is surrounded "by fine

"beaches and protected by no considerable hills, liaiders landin^ on

ohe nd'e vulnerable bay of Phlaiaboura could v/ith case lay waste

Petrothalassa and the low country between it and Halieis; other

good beaches are availa.ble at Kosta, Metoldii, and on the otj^er dR
side of the salt lake of Ververonda. A small settlement at Halietis

could do little against such attacks ojid the town site itself is
.HO

.far from naturally strong. Therefore Hermione was in^position •
to develop the region and probably v;as content to farm the distrtict
out of Hermione itself (many of its farms tociay are \/oxx.ed bj

village .
. . \ • T may have existedKrannidtLio tes ) while a small iiohin^

on she harbor. These same considerations, however, would not
apply -o an isolated naval station, unconcerned with the wheat and
olives, the livestock and farmhouses, outside the -allB. Die
repulse^of the Athenian landins, with the intention, very likely,
of estahlishinj ouch a naval intention, by foreign defenders does
not prove the existence of the £oUs at that date, and it is pos
sible that it was v.'ith regard to this danger of hostile seizuee
of the harbor that Herraione arranged for the foundation
city shortly thereafter. She would be glad enough to have some
friendly force f trusty anti-Argihs posted there. The Epidaurians

+• xroi-ioia in 459. on this theory,
who helped repulse the Athenians at Halieis m
received the exiled Tirynthians at first, as the passage in Strabo
su-.esta, and subsequently, within ten year*s'time, settled them
at'Halieis along with o.her Argolid exiles'. Alternatively. the
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f ')andacion way have already been under way under guard of

Epidaurian :nd Corinthi'jn forces v/hen Athens timed her raid

with the intention of forestalling ihe settlement and substituting

an outpost of its ov/n. In either case the vicinity of 459 is as

early as direct evidence for this site reaches and is a lilce^y

date for both the foundation of the city and the building of

its walls. The results of our survey of the site are in accord

viitn ihis conclusion."V,
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Q. KOILADA

(Cf. figg. 46-49)

The plains of Koilda lie to the east and , v/ith low, mound-like
1

hills, to the south of the round harbor. The mouth of the harbor

is sheltered by a long island called bTo ronis or lonis, a name

probably suggested, as in so many other cases, by Venetian

geographers familiar with ancaent history. The modern village

lies along the south and southwest shore of the harbor. Behind

it stretches a long cultivated hill parallel to the v/estern sea

coast.

The identification of Koilada with the site of the ancient

liases has been discussed above (pp. 51 ff«), and seems established

on the grounds of Pausanias'

A? at ttre

pf t(ie hathor.

references to the relative po

sitions of Hases a,nd Halieis.

That ^here v;as a city of Mases

in the pre-classical period we

know from Homer IjL. II. 562

(cf« Paus. ii» 36. 2). The

Homeric site has not been located; we found nothing on the hill

behind the village; the other low hills in the area would bear

eaaiuination. We were told of an old man, Ang. Barsemakopoulos,

who had come across sherds in the dis

trict, but we were unable, in the

short time left to us, to locate him

for further investigation.
Fid. ^7' aF
/e>e>/t/zict FfoM Fie tt///
^be>i/-eFttte e.

c:



Curtius (p. 462) concluded from some iDuilding "blocks, cista

erns, and a dike that the plains of Koilada v;ere inhabited in

"Hellenic" times. It is impro'ba'ble that such evidence could ha,ve

provided relia'ble criteria for dating even so "broadly, and unless

further evidence appears, the question of a Hellenic site must be

^eld in suspension. There is slight but sufficient indication of

habitation in the Roman period. Pausanias tells us that the people

^f Hermione used Mases as a port in his day (ii. 36. 2), and he several

times mentions the direct road to Mases as if it were the most impor
tant road out of Hermione. Hone of this is proof that Mases was at that

time any more than the nearest to Hermione of the harbors of the

^golic G-ulf; the easy road between the two places, as Curtius

5oints^out (p. 462), is a more convenient route from the gulf than
tile sea way around the Kranidi peninsula. 17e found a few late Roman

sherds on the north shore of the harbor. In the same general neigh
borhood, a little farther v^est, loannes Athanas.siou reported find
ing some terra cotta plaques, decorated with rosettes, etc, which
^disintegrated soon after they were unearthed. He had in his possession
^ lamp decorated with a rosette around the top opening; he had found
others like it, in about the same place as the plaques. He also

^Wed us a partially dug vfell in vfdiolx he had found parts of a huild-
iftg of stone and hriok. This could he Koman or medieval.

in the plain east of the northeast corner of the harhor
is a well whose top is made of four ancient limestone blocks with

Jr.

Tvsr
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small cuttings and with deep rope marks inside.

Ahout 400 m. south east of the cistern, in the house of

Goumenos Tsirtsikis, is a marhle stele with the inscription (fig. 48)

fTr-c6} V£

Letitr /orryif: A£.K?'^U)

F/o' FeFac/a //jser/^Fo/i
d

It was found in a nearDy Eeribole, in the center of the plain. Ihe
finder is oonyinoed that there are many others there, waiting to he
du... The stele is .47 m. wide, .09 m. thic». Of the
flit inscribed surface, .60 m. remains above the break at the
bottom. At the top, above a simple molding, is a raised portion,
roughly curved at the top and decorated with what appeat to he crude
representations of two fishes, deeply cut. On the flat face
about .10 m. below the inscription, are cut two shallow circ es, -
each about .08 m. from the edge. The letters are very unevenly and
Shaliowly cut. The inscription is very late. The decorative^^
fish are a Christian symbol, but the formula, and apparen y
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name, are pagan (as to the name,/7r at the "beginning is conjectural,

though supported "by the traces of letters and also "by the

inscription Tfroj/i^os from Alo-aiphia, near Lit. Ptoon

[bGH XXIII, 92j, of a"bout 200 B.C.; this support is feeble, at
so great a distance of tiae and space, "but no other reading seems

possible). One must content oneself v/ith late Roman--early

Byzantine as a date.

Y/e e35plored Koronis (fig* 49)i^a. rocljy, "barren island

with only one small, sheltered bay, on the south side. The east

end especially, and the island generally, are covered v/ith sherds,

but these are mostly of the rough, unglazed type that might date

anyp/here from Hellenic to modern times. Anumber of pieces of
rough, grooved ware were similar to those classed in the Athenian
Agora as "late Roman," although two or three pieces of Byzantine
or Turkish glaze suggest that most of

the other sherds are probably of those

periods. At the center and the east

end of the island are ruins of some

stone and mortar houses, and a num

ber of low, coffin-shaped stone and

Bortar oonstruotions which are prohahly Turkish graves. There
is at least one cistern with pink stucco lining and a roughly
vaulted ceiling. The "cave" near the ea^st end is ^
large hollow with an overhanging cliff a* the east eiid; at

hokino northeast:

the south, there is a passage up to the top of this cliff*
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LajalJayana; On the north, Koilada is effectively separated from

the Lamhayana Valley "by a 1-^ng mountain which descends steeply and

jaggedly into the sea. V/e v/alked around the sea side of this moun

tain, "but only with considerable difficulty. On the Koilada side,
about 75 m. up from the sea, is a large cave.

tain to the east.

open on both sides (fig. 50). The road men

tioned by Pausanias as leading from Koilada

to Cape Struthus on the north must necessarily
(whichever of the proraontories to the nortly

Cape Struthus may he ) have gone around the mount

Ahout 200 m. from the sea shore at the western end of the
valley that leads from Lamhayana past Phournoi through the Kata-
Phyge to the fertile Kampos of Hermione-hranohing off ahout mid
way also into the plain# of Didymo-we found, wijh ^ha^^e^lp^^f
natives, the remains of a fortification tower/ u,.i-ulllohr1
apparently visited hy Scandinavians and Germans (figs- 51-54).

F/^. r/-

JL

f/o'J-J " h/eif
fste. /^ce.

f/k. S'/- 5ot4fh
{see.
/5 fiddtej.

fll i
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It has already "been sugiiested ahove (p. ^5*) that this v;as "built

to protect the Heriaione I^hrapos from a land attack from the rear.

There is also the possihlity, to "be discussed later, of its serv

ing as a fort on the land "border.

The tower is built toward the southwest corner of a slight

eminence on the north side of the dry stream bed and valley. It is

about 9.5 m. square, of conglomerate blocks varying from small to

as large as 1.5 m. long. The thiclaiess varies between .5 m. and

1 m.; there must have been some sort of rubble work backing the i
irregular inside surface. The masonry is polygonal; the weather

ing of the conglomerate makes it impossible th determine the finish.

The corners are drafted.

The entrance was in the center of the north face. The

interior was solid in its lower portions. There is a row of sup
ports about 3 a. from the east side, probably for an upper story.

from about the middle of the west face are traces of a

Wall about 2 m. wide, built of conglomerate blocks on the fayades

The ground falls away rather steeply almost immediately to
the south of the tower, but slopes off very gradually to the north-
east. There is a terrace wall running roughly east-north-east
Which seems to utilise blocks of an ancient wall and may follow
the line of such a wall, which would have been a continuation of
that which has left traces on the west-

TO judge again on the basis of Scranton's descriptions.

•r'f/ !l •••
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polygonal
it seGias rGasonal)lG to supposG tliat tni rj tower was built at

A

about the same time as the city defenses of Herraione--that is,

probably in the last third of the fifth century (see above, ^^Uj

! '.I*
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IV

TliE EPIDAURTJS 30?J)ER (see plan fV)

The discovery Philadelpheus and the puhlication "by Peek

(Ath. Mith. LIX [1934], 47 ff. ) of the Hermione copy of the arbi

tration in a- border dispute \7ith Epidaurus (fi>3« 68 belov;), known

already by the i<iuch less complete Epidaurus copy (IG IV^. 1. 75),

brought forward a number of problems in connection \.ith the Hermiione-

Epidaurus border. 1$ was wit^ the hope of shedding some light on these

difficulties by learning the topography and by reading two reported

inscriptions that we visited the border region. Vfe regret co say ohat

the recons truction of the ms. course of the border remains unsolved.

It may be of interest, however, to record v.hat we sav/ .and what we

heard and to indicate the problems and possible lines of solution.

DESGPIPTIOIT

•,7e landed on the paralia of Iri (known as Iria everywhere except
at Iri Itself), the A shaped plain on the Argolio gulf "between

Asine and Koilada; thece is no dock and future YtxUeM. travellers_ -
Who must wade ashore might well be warned that the depth of the water
is greater than one might think. Pausanias completely ignores this
region, going directly from Koilada (Bases) to .Asine, but Scylax (51)
feports that thirty stades of the ^gulf between Argos and "Halia"
belonged to Epidaurus. This distance exactly covers the coast of the
two small plains of Kandia (closer to Asine) and Iri up to Cape in,
the more westerly of the two capes "that guard Vourlia
Bay. Before the war Kurt Gebauer dug in both plains and also m
the small valley above Kandia, Gynora, and in all three found mostly
bronse age remains, except for two late Helian^tic towers In th

JL

1 I
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Kandia. plain( topOf^raphy, 1938, 557-63; excavations, AA , 1939,

287-94; 1940, 270 f.) In Iri he dug a •bronze-^age site on the low

hill near L,he sea. There would seem to Toe other and later remains in the

plain, reported by visitors in che nineteenth century (e.g. Kontahis,

Athenaion, VIII (1880), 371 ff.) and encountered by us to some extent.

The plain, shut in by barren hills, is hot and devoted x"^

noYv to intensive tomato gardening. It can never have been very heaitli/ul^

i^ecent settlers (mostly from around Tripolis in Arcadia) coiaplain £

of the heaviness oi the air and some have shready moved away. The

®otor road extends at the present time to the hamlet of

Karnezei'ka at the top of the A , where the Bedeni or Iri river

issues from a narrow valley (see fig. 46). It is planned to continue

up the valley to Pelei! and then climb, to the right
(south) to Didymo. In the course of building

this road sherds were said to have been found,

particularly in the ktima of Oerougiannou about

a kilometre west of ICarnezeika.

" At the village of Karnezeika itself v/e saw a large anciEJit press

loin, 1.30 m. ty 1.40 a., roujhly circular, ty .60 m. hi^hj (see
fig. 47). Abump in the middle is oa..45 m. high and the gurroundaing
Igpression is oa. .20 m. wide. The material ie a hard limestcnejit

hroken on the top and bach. Heaiirby, built sideways into the
corner of the house of Seorgios papatheophanis

and whitewashed is the top o.f a horos stone, IG
IV®. 1. 701 ( 10 IV^. 911 and Kontakis, loc. eit.jx j
see fig. 48, p. 90), Afew points are worth noting:3' ¥7'l/me5ione,

P'^ess a) /Came-

iL

IT

i!'!
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7\ , C> long seriphs on X t E »Y' correction of
Kontakis and IG lY^ (IG IV^, Hiller, gives no indication of

letter forms ) it should he observed that the vertical bars of fc

the 7J* are almost equal in length—if anything, the. left-h;:nd bar

is shorter:?:. The Oj are slightly smaller than ohe other letuers,

most of which are between .04 and .05 Km. high, not .06. The first
form . , . -1 A

letter of each line xx approximately ass a straight line and the M

of line tv;o does not project almost a whole letter space to uie

vleft. Date: First century B.C. ? Hiller speafes

of the stone's place of discovery as "prope

Tie were told it was found in the Iri., plain. There

is no reason to suppose the stone marked the

Epidaurus border or even of the sanctUc^ry at

Ligourio. Rather, we must suppose, with Hiller,

an ager sacerg, perhaps belonging to the Ligourio

sanctuary. This implies that the territory was Epidaurian.
From the sea to ICarnezeika is over an hour's walk. Ao this .

point the country changes (see fig. 49) : steep mountainsides rise
abruptly to as much as 600 m. on either side of the^ river b|d,
though dry iu the Iri plain^*g»SWBB8* in the valley

the river has a good « flow of v;ater as late as

June and LWgi is bright with masses S of
©leander in blossom. There are a few gardens

by the river bed on one side or the other as i§o^le} ^^rem monastery
the river winds huo nioet of the cultivation is on the ^hillsides
and especially at ahout 400 t.. where there is an approximation to
a plateau on -oth sides (see figg. fO. 51. 52). Bo.inatin, the

5tone, Id-
I. to/.

} rj V t

en tro^noe to the narrow valley, on the ri^jht hand side as one a-oes up
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if frotn Giphko kfgyFro,

is Lhe dOldGiishaped hill of Leveta, "the cauldron", see fi^ig. 5d,

54, 55S:, and 46, 49. '"'e strongly suspect that this distinctively

shaped hill is to "be Cvonnected v/ith the tictr* a^^frs rct^ AToAtK^cts

("but $M/ay ^ary /foAcc^av' Ililesian report) in line 15 of the

hliodian report in the boundary dispute. The word KoAoc^a$ ,

tJeaning liberally "dock-tailed" i-s certainly applied to steep rocks

and cliffs.

Beyond Karnezeika the rdountain ridges to the left as one goes

Up form a broad crescent ; the first and lower tip of this crescent

consist'^^: of a series of jagged outeroppings of rock near the river

on whose pinBacle is located Kasti-aki. To Ea.stro tou IZauitanou. or

^iphto Kastro, which last name we s^all use in uhis paper co dis-
m

tinguish it from t.he rtany other Kastra and hastrakia in the Argolid

(see fig. 55 at the boctow of this page). It is some 1500 m. from

Karnezei'ka and over 300 m. high. An area no longer than 50 m. and

Of irregular width is on the suiomit but there is considerable Bak

level land in the saddles to the east. The site commands a fine view-

clown the valley and across the sea to Tolon and up stream beyond

F'td.SyS'-' (jipkii> ffsstre^
fFm the S, l"'t'
bahincf.

jra.

'M

F/^o'.J'JSV- TtU» \/l€U/5 of ! ,l
Lev'eta . left, frofM 'flie/\lFp jf/

- '̂ght, fro^ ha K ' ^

f/'eU-i be-
fow

ffvstro.
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the iLiOi'ici^ levy of HagioB Deuetrioa tou Avaou to llegalo Vouni, ohe

eastern peak of Mt. Didyma (cf. figg. 50-52). Just "below and well-

v;atered lies the widest st^'joch of flat land in che river valley, fig.

56 (p. 91). In 1959 Gehauer reported "verheissungsvxoller Orahung"

here hut decided to concentrate on the site near Iri (M 1959, 294).

In 1938 he bistinguished I^cenaean ond classical walls and I^ycenaean and

classical sherds, "/e found scattered sherds on the slopes helow and

on the gastro itself, the Majority of which vjere clearly llycenaean

(LH in) , a few later, possibly Hellenistic. On the hastro we saw the
base of a rough wall some 2m. v.hde and Sra. long on the north side.
We later heard from the local people that rock^cut steps and some

small stEetches of wall (no different from the rubble work at the
Tr.ct.-.. qtn.vro-oodiou) are to be found overgrown with bushes. Judging

from the lictle we saw it would be impossible to date the walls
Without excavation. The predominance of llycenaean sherds suggests
the fort was bronze age in origin and used later as a strong point
in the border disputes; i^would serve as a refuge and lookout for
those who farmed the good land below coming from the Iri plain or,
even further, from ipidaurus. At present there is a small village,
iCounoupitsa, some ten minutes to the east, upx on the plateau (fig. ^^0)-
Sherds from aiphto Kastro are now in the collection of the
American School.

Asecond kastro is located on the far north-east tip of the
crescent of mountains at a height oi 569 m., 8^^
close to three hours walk from Karnezeika and
a half hour above the small village of Stavropo
beyond Koumupitsa (fig. 57). —Havw^^odj

5h_ to dlstiriguiah it. A
•hhe W-

HBHil
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marked an aheir uaps by both the iitpedition Scientifi^ue aad
Miliarakia, but T.ron.sly located on Tsounskenia, a peakx in
the same orescent but closer to Siphto Kastro. The Kaetro Stavro-
podiou hold? a etrateaic position hi^h above the point v.-here
4^ 0 • -ovo T-, firm the Iri -g-TTTPFg or Bedeni river. Thet-;/o streams jom lio lorm one x^x -

Trakhia valley to the east and north , through \.hich the
descends, leads eventually to the AxM AskmPi^on or to y^idaurus

n 4-1, To-Ff^* the other stream ted, due east,tovTn (fig. 58, towards the left), the
TT T, /-•-i-n -1 "F "^Vipshe (or Sese ) and Pelei,

passes frnou#! the small hasin of oheoue v

ooainp fron. the Troezenia (fig. 58, touarSs the right). Border
country extends from the junction to the mountains flank

1 the rip'ht side of fig» 58). luOrtholithi (the sharp peak o^i the rign
fhp Herraionid met. To the

this vicinity IDpidauria, Troeaenia, a „ .
r-v the fertile mountain plateau oi

s-outh and vest one looks aero • . ti nitv
j '^no cni^T)pcts«

Malavria, farmed byP,'J.J«iotes today and, one suspec •
n th- vav dovm Che Avgo ridge to t^ape In(fig. 59), and thence all tUy • Y

and the sea (fig- ^0).
it a circuit of ruhhle vails some 400 m. inOn the summit a circux

he traced. Only in the north and v.-est are the wallsdiameter may he tracea j

Clearly they would have been highest i^there on any caseto he seen steeply on the other sides. They are
Si nee the o<round drops away steeply

° -UI with perhaps a tendency towards Lesbian oiasonry, .built of dry rubble . ^ (jig. gl, a stretch on the north).no^t^ unllke the
Si ^
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llo 3lier..s or ooher ci.jns oi' ht^bitaoion \.ere found. Ko date can be
proposed; if it dates irou the bronze age ii. may have guarded ..ha
;,-e liave reason to believe was a liycenaean route to Iliokastro (Karakazi)
and rhence by way of the kataphyge to ilagoula--the reasons

for this route v.ere, \-e suspect, prehistoric workings of the modern

mining near Iliokastro, but we must re .u.;n to Greece before we can
bolster dnis with proof; in later times its s^ategic location would
explain its eocistence and a role in the border squabbles is likely
enough. 770 were impressed with the idea that it could well serve as
a refuge for farmers ana shepherds with their flocks who came here from
their own tovais and did not feel safe. The location shows that in
Greek times the for t must diicsx have belonged to hpidaurus.

The monastery of hagios Deme trios tou Avgou is set against the
. t t- o t. C5

of ahiph Cliff, a.out throe Icil-o.etrefliho Stavropodiou
as the oro.; flies. It has a fine view do™ the v.olley (fig- 49:) aad
is visixhle froia many directions (cf. figg- 52, 60). The At„o
name probt.biy comes from the mouni-ain on \.hioh it lies.

-4..0C i r, s.-rpece is told^about i t too^ a woman
attached to other monasterie. • ' -r-,v'Pd

V- fh DO several 'deaVn to Ilagios Deme trios.fter giving birth to sev^rc+i aeuw i

that she would oast her next child over the cliff if i' "5"
alive; Ihe baby was born and lived, but when the tme came to
down the child she decided to throw an egg instead. She threw the
egg and i. did not break; thereupon she threw the child, with lass
happy results. Ihis is the Stavropodi version of the story; at
Bidymo and Koilada amore intelli.gible account has it ac^trast
in faith between two women, one who throw her di ild down
safely, the other who lacked faith, tried an eg.j first.

1qt"tp and of stone, on tbeis still to be seen, large ana
The chilb. TiiQ e.gg

dome of the chapel of Hagios Demetrioa and Ilagios Theouoros

A
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monastery. to the twenties 01 this century when its land was
eXj.^ropriated the monastery was inhcbited snd owned most of the land

in the valley; since then settlers have corae into the valley, es

pecially from the Tripolis re.jion. At the present time only the

Byzantine chapel remains in : ny sort of repair. Yle heard in Didymo
that Professor So teriou investi.^w.ted the monastery in the thirties; if

he has published an account we have not been able to locate it; in

any case we need only describe the chapel briefly as possessing

an octagonal dome and an interesting arrangement of vaults. Of chief
interest to us, however, was a marble Ionic capital on the sole

column in the building. It is .54 m. wide by .44 m. deep; the

height of the volutes is .15 m., of the echinus and abacus together,
.22 m. The %oportions of the capital are not too pleasing but the
work is carefully done. Prom whence v..as this capital brought to the
tJonastery? Evidently from a distance since it is the sole ancient
idbf/ork in evidence and had there been an ancient sanctuary on the
spot it is reasonable to assume its parts would have gone into ohe
Church. This capital, on the other ha.nd, serves an essential pur-
Pose and would have been easy to transport some distance, nevertheless
the nearest possible site would be the most attractive. Reason will be
given below for supposing that it may have come from the region of
^beshe to the east.

0.,r chief object in visions the laonactery v,aa the exeaiination of
an injcriptiori reported by a man from Pidymo to be built into ihe^v.all
hear the entrance. Eo inecription could be found. 17e rere told a
tather haay story by a shepherd of an inscription found in a sterna
at the monastery; it was taken to a professor at Ivranidi ar.u
^sacL was f,und to contain instructions for locating buried treasure,
'̂e later learnt frora the nr. i;.apfas i" Didyrao that a t,ralfito
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monk is still to oe sesn in the monastery Tout that a plaka ap

proximately .25 ra. by .40 m. with m£.ny small letters upon it was

stolen by a German tourist, alonj vi th an old record book, around
1940. A cultivated farmer from Didymo, vjho reiited Verjil and

Homer to us, had accompanied Soteriou nhen he visited the mon
astery and described it as a Byzantine inscription relating to
the founding of the monastery. We are inclined to believe him,
but there is another ,,ossibility. A. Arvanitopoulos, vhile ephor
of the Argolid, heard of a long inscription soamsiaiiHS containing
mention of a dedication to Bemeter in a-tsBi

(Praktika 19 , ). Jarble architectural fragments were re- .
ported in the c&'«y nearby. ITow as far as we were able to
gather there is not and there never has been a moni at Sheshe
although there are a number of chapels, some abandoned. But Sheshe
is about as close to the monastery as fltavropodi, an hour and a .
quarter-to the north-east, above the cliffs and then down in-
to Lhe valley ol the southernmost of the two stresmis that £xmj
to form the Bedeni river. Both Sheshe and the monastery are attached
to Bidymo. It IS possible that the -olenJnsorip^^^^ bhe one
Arvanitopoulos had heard of. In this case our at Bidymo
.ay still have been correct while Arvanitopoulos-s informant may
have confused .this inscription with the dedication to Demeter at
hidymo itself (see below, pase5 ).

Sheshe ie the na.e used of the western part of the southern^
nrea. valley'below and to the east of Kastro Stavropodiou. Its

rhP Qossession of a spring, farther to eonly distiijction is tike possesoion ^

^ast lies Pelet • Tke whole rather broken valley
slope of

from the Didymo vIley by the hic^ nor h| Ortholithi
fhJcountry west of Mt. Oruholitni

hut from the Trakhia valley ^
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ty lov; hills. Hie district: is attached to Didyuio and is farmed

by Albanians frohi thau village. There vas certainly an ancient site

some sort in the valley but the people are unusually zealous in guardipfe

what uhey know. ItK x would take several days to get into their

B'Onfidence. In che -ittle time at our disposal we sav; only one certainly-

Worked limestone block in a rather raggod <rX^t}/co)/ on a low hill

J^ear the stream. It measured .86 by .54 by .15 m. and was smooth along

one flat surface where there was a slight ridge to one side, perhaps

a cutting to receive a superior course. Another stone may also be

ancient; it is a large conical block, curved on three sides, flattened
on the fourth, .42 m. high and .24 m. wide. Arvanitopoulos's reference
to a i- of little help since the whole area is

covered with these bushes. The proedr^s at Didymo told us that worked
blocks ana sherds axe found at various spots all over Pelei and Sheshe,
^hat rnnmiata had been opened and plakes with trees on them had been
^ound.

Uvo kilo..etres to the north at Vo'ithiki tov^arde the ho ttoB
Che Trakhia vaileA"^ inquiries for soroi of stones—v/e v.ere trying ,

to locate the/A/.' Pausanias and the border insoription-
niciced a oesoription of piles of worked blocks. Almost any ruins,
Solent or modern, we found can be described as soroi petroji (e.g.
% ruins of a .etokhi of the monastery at Vourlia) and these at
Vichiki are more lik ly to be some sort of ancient ruins than che .
^crder markers we were asking about. This agrees wxth liiliaraicis's

a^®Port that antiquities are sc
wtered all over he Trakhia valley.

'^cbauer 1938, 561) reported a

^®bween Trakhia and Baphi.

sporos capital at llagios loanni
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Since iliis disi-iict^ clearly r ttaclied to no one tov;n, is lilcely

to have heen involved in border disputes, we repret v;e were upable to

See nore of \diat evidently exists. At present Pele'l is about four

hours walk froin I£arneze*fka and three hours frou Didyuo. Tiie pi;^jacted

motor road will pass through this valley on its way to Didyi^o. The district
may Lhen be more accessible.

The path to Didyino froia l.avplio joes up the river valley, climbs
past the tionastery and then continues fxor some thirty minutes above
tbe cliffs to the small upland xjdciay basin of Halavria (fig. 59; an
alternative route, v,e ivere told, reaches the monastery by climbing to
the cliffs soon after passing Leveta at the mouth of tne Vo.lley). Here
the Srench expedition, reported ruined buildings ; all that we saw, in
Whatever condition, were kamm =nd ws found no sherds. There
is space for several large wheat fields but they are rather isolated ana
n is likely that the cultivators always lived closer to a greatei,
cultivable area. Today it is farmed from Didymo.

The path to Didymo continues over the ridge between And,u].sa rlb.1
Chd Gkelpesi to the east (both Didyitiote names). The path climbs steeply
tiom .alavrla and Is steeper still descending to Pidymo. On the rrdge .
Che has a magnificent view of the Hermionid-Heraoione, Kranrdi, Hraymo,
'ho councry around Porto Cheli, Hy^ra, Spetsas, and the T^nourra coas.

"^or,,ss the gulf. Idoe whole trip from Halavria takes aboua two ana a
^^If hours.

^dymo-The Village lies near the middle of an enclosed , circular
tin, remarkably level, at tne loos

t uhree kilometres and 126 m.

^"bove sea level (see fig. 62, p. 99). The high Mt. Didymo, 1115 m.
the village and the plain. The land is stony but, for

-eece, good. The depth of soil washed down from uhe surrounding hi a
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F/d. (^.
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F}^. 63 ri4. 6¥

is consideraLlG, A grave v;as found wore i:han

bvn Metres Toelov. the present surface, and near

Hagia I^riaki, to the east of the plain, a stretch

of pa.ved road, running north-south, was seen
j

four Metres undergound. This faxt prohably
fiefpi

ff 011 1''t --s tiie paucity of antiqui uies from a

small area where we are assured if ancient hahitationr The Ihrench

alone reported "fondations en grandes tallies" (Bohlaye, p. o2 );
We feel some doubt is justified. To the south-west of the pillage

1 1 11 Va^ '0 nO ra. of ajzXKK large, rectangular
Is an ancient well, l.lio m. m., ux ^ ^ "

Uroescone tlocks (fig. 63). It cleHoendg about 13 la. before reaohing
Water; there are cross beans of large blocks across the center, all^ ^ ^ y

the way down. Aitr. Hav.-kins, c.uoted by Oell (p. Ib3) and Leake
Vi n V ^

(Pel. 289) appears to uii seen a flight of steps. These,are noV J. g X • *y / ^

longer visible but the villageES said that v/hen repairfeig the -.-ell
they had found reason to believe it had been a fountain at one
tine and had become a well with the raising oi tne ground level.

There is no outlet above ground for the water in the plain,
Which must be considerable when the snow molts on Ht. Didymo. fhe
result has been the creation of three large sink holes in tne
limestone in about a straight line , the first, on the ^ slopes of
Anamesa llalia-is in effect a cave (cf. figg. 52, 64, 55); the
other two are in the plain. The middle and largest hole, to the
bir olirweG t

, ,f the village, contains two chapels; Ilj^orakis reports

ill

I <

wit
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ohat ii. is 150 i£i. v.ide and 30 u]. deep; it can be seen in tne
fore-jround of fis- 05, page 99. It is entered by a'passage

and steps cut in tne rock; ; no ulier steeper set of steps opens
moo T^his passage and is probably earlier; there are cuttings
for a door. The first chapel, that of Ilagios Seorsios, is to the risht'
against the side of the depression. On the defaced frescoes
can be seen various graffiti, including Jtoctarf one that reads: ;•

«14S6 hie fuit Be:tetrius Paleologus." Elaborate tionograts, probably
0 1^59 and 1608. The other chapel, ofVenetian, surround tne dates ana

.1, oorio i- olearly later and has been
the IietaiJorpho3is,on the o.her side i,. clean/

recently restoi'ed.

The site of the ancient settle,tent.of v,hic_^usaniaB
(ii. 36. 3) !5ays only that it had three hiera-ox hemeter
(the Chief divinity of tho Her.ionid), Poseidon (connected. v;ith

\ . -ono fcf. Aco'ollo of theohe great sink holes?) ana airoHo ^ci. A.
.,r o9)__all v.itn upright images of marDle,

vicinity of the littl) chapel of Ilagia l{yricii
boi'ders, Paus

v^as probably in tne

the plain, u.-cre many sherds are found in norhing
to tne east — -

Ti-rpsq ffig. 66 above) was
the land. Hearby a large limestone oil-press (fig

Vvu G X i.' xs 0 gIxgX^^v'̂ X S 0
foandj the ri.t is broken for about .cO .a. b
intact, the dia.,eter of the circle being 1-16

jParther to the south end east, built into the north-ues
corner of the little church of Hexjia Mo,rina,,pieces of tv.o

• 1 blocks of uhioh the larger, probably a base, iscylindrical blocks, On . ,
1 ^ +'-i T i'i'7 fibove )• It is .80 hi,:ih,inscribed (IG IV- 1. 746 and US- "7 above)

1 n- to a; the roughly eurved capital. The ,Khich .32 m. belong to a: the r .

II !

I'

I
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as far as io 3hov;s is .40 ra. The laaterial a^jpears a be limestone
covered by many layers of •..hibev ash. The heiylit oj. the letter..
iverasjes .OSf m. 'Hie reading <jxivta; !

and fne letter ior«of 10 are correot.

Por dating,the ^ are consistent tvith a third century
E.C. date, but t..e angular 4> , if ene could be sure of thsDCis
through all the layers of v.hitetash, taay yolnt to a later date.
Bate: seond century B.C. ? In connection v.ith this dedication
it is interesting to note that the festival of Hagia Marina at this

1 -io Tin V 18 "with the fijs" as the people say;Byzanoine CrtUx'ch is on Jul,^

for Becieter and the fig, see Pausanias i. b7. 2.

lirfteiiH'fr
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E. THE IIECHIITIOIT (fi^. 68)

See Peek, Ai-h. ,ii i-h. LIX 47 ff., 'Jilhelu, ITeu. Seitra,;e, I

(iJll), SC ff-, Ililler von Jaertringen,/^- vfa /hca.'f. 1928, 110 f.
and ihe Taloula I of IS IV." 1 and Peek's Abt. 2 (vliose topography,

•1 I • \ Tici-t"o• lipj'inr'121 f of sejsohdc S6Corici cQn^iu.i'yhoi.ever, is uisleaciin.j). Date: uec",irini2i._, jx

B.C. according to Ililler, IS. IV'̂ 1. 75. Iv.o boards of arbitrators
from Ililetus and lihodes give their identical decisions. The Her-

T.o-vo,=r+ Q-ninqt iH6 Efjidaurians over soue
niioi'iicxn^ cl c'^iiiplci-inxw

land.

The area under dispute is / Z^UaVTOi
K„\ ivfi.'oo^ Ay^i^pts 'JiO:p rou •

aie decl^on by the arbitrators v/as that this land was
CO bo the ooaijon property of both states:

Df the Is.nrt hy iieanG ofThere follov;B a deocription

rtZpZ'Zr- trn'̂ Tfrla.';/'"' «".-V--
hionoion of crops, .^rdi^iii.j, -oO-There loHov.s ijonoion of crops,

colleclOx'S.

siii^, JO a us, and tax

L.'^.
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The jro -lem •..hich, as far as xre can see, h£-s never been faced and

v,hich v.e are far fr-)uj bein^ able oo solve is ohis: uie land inx

question j-s described in Uie last quotation yriuarily in terms of
a border line. ITone of the usual, and reasonable, topographic iden-

cificaoions can make of the border line an enclosed area, i.e.

an area with u:ire cliaii tv;o sides. It is difficult ts suppose that the
•border line of another side of tie disputed area -atin taken for

granted and difficult to determine what this uncontroversial line
would be, but it may be the only solution. There is an alternatiTe_
which will explain the text in an altogether s%infaotory manner by
identifying the topography in suoh a way that one side of 'the area
is bounded by the sea, but topographioally. it must be admi-tted,
this has its difficulties. We are at an impasse vi/ith text versus
topography.

The usual identifications are as follovrs: first, in ohe ^en.ral
<"'j J ^ iisusllv a river name,description of the area, the , u.uaiiy a

Epdeni or In civer a.s l^ing in the mostis assaKigned to txie Jieaeni q

no- -t-i "hp under dispute between Epidaurus andlikely river valley/ to be unaex uxd.
T»T,n pj xtooO-.-.t'c? fA.'̂ ri-oi Limenes ) are identified \.ith

HsrtLiio3QQ • Tlis Wilf> IIs-i do ^

the Bay of Vourlia, to the south of Xri, as the most likely
..harbors" to be under dispute. In support of this identification
we note that the Admiralty Chart (3ulf of ITauplia, IBlb)
marks on the west side of Vourlia Bay a small harbor which it^
calls Xerolimni, locally it is known now as Xerolim&i, "dry
harbor" for "wild harbors"; the Plural may have referred to other

• the bay. Xerolima'ni was used in the evacuation ofanch%ages in the i^ay. as .

...•
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At YDUx'lia there are a lar^e cave (where peo^^le hid from the

Oeniians ), a fine spring, and .prazin.^ for flocks hut no fields,

vie v;ere cold. The coast between Vourlia and Salanti, che first valley

to Che east after the coast turns south towards ICoilada, is described

as barren but no doubt is .^re.zed.

'atrouthous is kno\ n from I'ausanias as a cape lij;in.:i to che right

of Mases as one comes from -errai one. 11 is usually identified with

Gape Vourlia, the eastern of the two points that form Vourlia Bay.

It could as well be Gape Iri, to the w^est of the bay, or , to the

saud'i of Salanti Bay, Akroterl Salanti (local nape; Karteri on naps to-
Thus the 8.rea in dispute lies in the vicinity'" of t\/0 plaices on

the sea-coast and a river. The pore detailed topo-rsphy in the actual
definition of the area is more of a problem.

Jhe t,.o1.e.oi lithoi or lithon ( the latter in the Hhodian decision,
Epidaurus copy, la IVW 1. 7f. B. 5) are mentioned with relation .o ,
a place called Philanoreia, Bausanias-s Philanoreion. Pauaanias ,ives
the distance froin Strouthoua to both Philanoreion and Boleoi as
S50 stades, an hnpossible figure which brinj us to the middle of the
Saronic Gulf. Thence from Philanoareion to Didyma,he says, x is^
SO stades* (4 kilometres). He uses Boleoi as a proper name {f>r' ,

) and describes the b^ as Boblaye
. CO//-) ovfi and vi. 420, explains

(p.62, n.l), oomparins Thucydides iv. ..0, ...0
these as piles of uncorked blocks chosen so as to fit together,
Cyclopean architecture in miniature. Peek translates "Horossteine ^

thon PS stretching for some distance and formin^ aand understands them cd.s str ^

b H Inn^ line of them is rather controverted by Pausaniaborder; a long line +>,-.110?

• IP figure for the distance to them from Strouthous,giving us a single g
+ is lost to us. They would seem to be

even if the correct fiigure is iobt^

'I.
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markers conssisting of heaps of large scones, presumably me^-made

though one cannot exclude the ^.ossibility of their being natui-al,

A circle of four kilometres frou Lidymo takes in the ridges co tne

north and west of the village and the region of the Salanti valley

to the south'.-,eet. ITopea-ieless it seei|i v;ise to imiuire for such
het.ps of stone throuihout the river valley as "oell as at Didouo _
and Koilada; the results'-'Ire not encourarina: ruins, probablyxKEia
anoient, near Voithiki, north of Sheshe; others p%bably uodern
(of a Bietokhi of of the monastery)in Vourlia. In addition v.e noticed
t,,o jassed outoroppihiS of liraestone cutting across the river vo.lley
ajihort -.vay above Karnezefka vhidi uipht be described ns heaps of stones
even now and could a easily huve produced aarkors had the •she stones
been piled up. Also on the ridse called Boskaria south of the Sala'nti ,
valley, natural outeroppinjs of roc: for't,in.3 two narrow lines seet,
to be topped v,itn loose rooks, in effect the rouyh base of two
parallel walls—whether nafaral or artlfloal we cannot say, if
artificial they could well be the re..,aln5 of a si,..pie H-dra

fl (sheecfold) of lnc(ter.»lnable d8te. We reco.it,end none of these as
" the b^ and we have no preat hopes that they can be discovered

VOT- qheuherds vho knev; the district wellafter questionin.g a number of .
thin--i- ttiey themse^es kk doubc that such markersand nooice "'uch thin-y,!, wie,y

+T ar-P the ones who would be the cause of
'v/.Duld survive and since they

their destruction their opinion is not without wel^t.
l,or Phllanorela nothlny has been su.^ested. •-.e would re.«k ^

onl-o be connected withon oxiG name! ic dan oni,, ut.

apoetic word for ",ianllness% .'prowess"; Phllai.orela .cans t
„ devoted to) naiollness", a strange nane lor an o
tw y-ilacl or villa,ge. Awareness of the ".ylven" character of thethe-.:ay P • insorlptioa the

S naiae is seen in the KclAlK^ 1
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of Ps.usanias. As far as we know, such a hi^ih-

souled designation for a reuote spot is unparalleled. We suggest

that the naiae i5 wore understan;:able if applied to a fort built, on

a spot v/i;:houo any particular name of its own and vdiere ephebes,
perforwinj their military service, wight be stationed. The presence
of a fort near border markers is reasonable. We know of three forts
in thin region—ai Lauloayana, south of Salanti (Heruionian), and
Siphto Kastro ahove Karnezeilca (probahly Bpidauriaa) andKasiro
Stavropodiou (certainly Bpidaurian) at either end of the In river valley.
Pauoaniae-o dietanoe of 20 etadoe to Bidyma fite L^ab^yana best,
and next iCf. stro Stavropodiou.

The phrase ( ^ut r. ..V
Hiodian deoision, 13 IvW 1. VC. B. 6) is usually identified vith
the Pausanias, betv.eer. 3trouthous
and .liilanoreion. The latter, hov.ever, surely is path .hile the

tified the ridge of the .oun.ain Avgo, reaching the sea^m both
Of the tvn promontories flanking Vourlia Bay, ar.d thus

. A blunt, do.e-shaped mountain
j r-TvTspsDond to "dock—tailsd

as indicated by the no^oe Avgo seeded to ooirespo. -
on the spot the identification is not so convincing!Crest or ores os. On one >p

the do.e Of Avgo is not really apparent froo most ^
the .hole ridge is rounded and stubby

demotes something sharply out of ,

is used v,ith Wr/7 by Oallioachus for a steep, sheer c
r -i-r M Tooo.oraphically the most satisfactory identii{j?r. 66 [PfGifferJ). lopO-orapnx ^ cliffs^ the hi di line of cims

. .a IS W'lti. ^

Trcv vallev. cM-liaiiiUin
it, r.s,ip of the in river vaiiej/,

aion - t-he gouoh '^ide G ts j /o oimtTv on iihe nox'oh olOv©
•Mtt" clearly the upland country on

'^eveta and separating

.
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of Avcjo froij ohe river bootoia ( see fi-JS- f2, 30, 49 and 55).

•^eveid. itself could "be the a n.jle alcra koloura of the Hhodian^

decision, hexo best is the precipitous south face of Avgo along

the sea, from ohe easternmost end of 3a.lanti v.est to Vourlia

(fig. 6^). ITov/ both possess upland paths and vill thus agree

v:i ch Pausanias as well as the inscription. The monastery can best

be reaclE d from jri by climbing up to the plateau on the right

shortly after passing -^eveta ( we have not taJcen this path ourselves)
and beyond the monastery an upland path continues to llalavria and
then gradually descends to 3heshe, still heeping to ciie side

of the mountain. Between Xoilada and Vourlia, we were told, there

is also a path, lining along the ridge.

\Vhac sort of a line can be kkse constructed from these iden
tifications? Asea^^oast promontory, Strouthous ( [aj Cape
VDurlia, [1] Gape Iri), fits v/ell v.-ith either ef the oliff or
ridse lines. At the inlond end oust lie Phllanoreia and the holeoi,
and"the f.vo possihilities then are (1) Kastro Stavropodiou at the
east end of the ..enastery cliffs (but on the other side of the valley)
and (S) Lt»:.hayana near the east end of the south faoe;^ of Avgo.
Of the t-,vo, Ltutahayana is closer to Pausanias-s 80 stades to
Dldyaa, but it uipht seen strange that Pausanias first laentions the
l,oad all the way to Strouthous andthen refers all the
way baclt to Miilanorsion an,:lfhe bol^. It caoo be argued that he
,.ives first the coastal route and then v.orhs bach along the riooe
lute to get ii, l.ontion ofl Bidyoa, which he has shipped, Itfin,

uch closer to Hases than Sto Strouthous. Since Pausanias aluoet
-t-i-rics a-Tpp himself (see. P* 13 above)

.tainly did not traverse this area himse v
letel- lo'ioal order is not to be espected. Vie feel thatcompletely/ x/i.,,

m

cer

8i
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it is very likely that he learnt the naties of the se border yoints
from this very border inr.ori,tion, visible at lioidaarus and
Her.nione, and that his fisures came from his guides at 35pldaurus
or Hermione v.ho eocplained" the location of these places. All he _„
knot's of Halieis coaasSx from inscriptions at Spidaurus (see above
p. la afjd Paus. ii. 36. 1 ), and if his information on the border
also comes from tdaurus, his reference to Didyma after
Strouthous, Philenoreion, and the bile^ ie more understandable.

Ihe locatton of the bole^i at either of these U,o tnland enas
T - .-ro-in 1 alGo reaoonable, ohou.jii(Kasbro 3tavroi^xodiou or LaiiJ /cexia)

becter for line (l) and the ^-as'oro. If near hasfro Gtavropoaxou they
v.ould coioe at the poinc v.here tvo strea^n Join to xor. the Iix

,0 • - ,,.in Troezenia, and the HeriuioniG
river in a rejion v;here jipiuauxia, ft

Lay met. >.iere there are nocex ocxinx./ . or.,Vthiki to to north and
"K-i .-fl i'i 111 3 u 1^0

TO ^---irionop of ancienoIS evidGxice ^ are aosxt

t 1 f '-he-he area to tie eou'th. Artwioial uaikein the .elei-oheo . , , boleoi tere nor'th of Lcmbcyeata
^^ Tjf -xyo -tiie o 'ohei' ha.nd, the __reasonable. It. B,,karia. boundinj the,next

they could have been al-ng the rod.
,.iley Galanti. on its south side ana sttetohin,VohlGj^, ^ T^.-K.-;-pri ^ ;^nd 'the hisi^-^

• • • 1 n n i' 1 I O i* ii.CvX U0X i« y
^->-T -if A.icro Gicri oc'.lani'i v-'-^

lo\ pronionooxy oi iucxu fi-.-p-,
, - c^oipnti frou Didyiao (see HoS

-vet. cuts Off -the east end oi Salahti iroPG.ss ohat cuxs oxx ivpl-inr-to the
, , .1 If the Salanti valley did not belon,7o and VI beloi. )• _ _^ .-5 ,.1 n- va-ll'

onablG since the adjoinin^ valley. , .--T«vpr"f! v/ould be re as
Herw i 0n1arhexo vo ux

0 von ni-rngt certainly didLawbeiyana ahiioso
of Didyua and

M. 6 f
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the lino by itself \.e hs.ve tv.-o ^possibilities (cf.

Plsii <Y}: (1) Cape Vourlia, or Cape Iri, alone the elifj.3 on the .
north siae of Ar.30 to a point betneen Sheshe and Kastro Ctarropodiou;
Phis is eopopraphioally the loore likely. (2) ITou the ssooe capes .
alonj; the south rid,ye of Ayyo to the eas t soid south borders of Salanti;
this ayrees vttb fausanias's distances better if not v.ith the order
of hi'5 account • - '

Kov. can -, 0 lora the borders of a ociation territory tiUi eithet
of tto so lines and the rouyher description "alony the Sellc,. and
the V,'lld Harbors., s Asstutiny an area ehieh includes the -yild
harbors in Yourlia Eay. Cape Yourlia and line (la) could fort, its
southern boundary or alternatively Cape fri and line (lb) could font

,0 4o H-ino-ra-n fi.". 72, at the botooii]
it3 northern boundary {see the roa^h dia^i ,

^ -M rb rial voulf have then a courjon terri-cor>of Ghi--: page),
1 rv.o Trl .-iver valley bounded on thecorr^rmn-' the Vourlia Bay and tne In - ivexcoujyx X oxii j , line

.uth by aline runniny fro. Cape Yourlia alony the oliifs to_ai= li.e.
St the h-ad of the valley. But h/liat is .he n^xx^ie^CP atone .arkcrs at h„ad

oorder? Is it taken for yrantcd th.t -
, valley' Tacit assuiiptions arc ha ythe north of the river valley. la, , v she

f Matters as border disputes. And v.hat irule i.t such deliCc. e . e.T.jon
P--1 plain by the seay It is hard to believe that this .as oonuon

' , .,p.uler habitation and land belonyiny
nroc-rty. 'Je knov it possessed re.pular hao

t ,f Mato'-hi of the Hieron at Lygourio.
to Asclepius, perhaps a sort of -

I

rL/.ry -

for
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The incluelon ef i« oeas-.line in 15>idaurian territory is necessary
ttaKJai for Soylax's assiynaent of sojotades to Byiaauria. And \.here
nould ai. assuredly undisputed northern horcler cone to the sea? There
is no natural end xs to the Iri plain ovhioh narroovs considerably,hut
then V,ideas out into the Kandia plain. There axe similar ohj eo tions. to
the less lihely assu.ptron that the river itself forced the northern -»
border. The flat load lies scattered all the v.ay dov.n the villey,.. nov; to
this side, nov, to that,of the river. Sn the Iri plain the river kk.
bed is dry u.ost of the year and constantly shiftir.,. It is hard to
believe that the southern half of the plain -.as cou.on land.^ dta
northern r;pidaurian. Further the expression xaT fO&t/o/K^V

1 -i-- •'-''to n'^T^'fctL of

Bhov-s claa. the ce.ir.on land did not ex^ena o.. .1 ^ .
............. V,...... -.. .»«..• »•

p. ni.-_ r^nrnon territory alone,
plain. It -vould be .uoh easier . ^
up.er reaches of the river could be brouy .t u ,

i 0. at Levota, '-the cauldron . io ,vdiere the iri plain opens ou., i- .^asonable -
, nn include the "ild Harbors it t/oulc. .ee.Jdo -chis and st , -i r^" line alon.3 the top

the •'dock-tailsa line,y, .Ut the southern bounaai,

Of Avp-o (not a very cleai line jUh . ro
• o n -ath if Pausaiiias is to

,,ov coiivincinei as aand stubby and no . , , line X lower donn
. s of ol,n.s the wuoh clearer line X lobe considered) instead . „,„astery, the

above the steep cliffs thera^e v.,o * northern
non of a northern border aloi.y the noalready over-taxed assuiv the additional burden of «

mountain ^ thence alony the rld.ye to Cape
Shift aero3 3 tne rivex

Iri .
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In Dnly one v/ay can i-lieoe assuuipt-ione be justified, the
iriBcription described the area as 0£/(ro(^ ^

To^i Oj00O5 (riDte the punctuation that is supplied). yeeJt x
roncered at the Did:,aoia extending xiQtxxt beyond Avgo . r/e must

it tradtt anally inoludoe Yourlia -ay and the narrav river
valley ahove Leveta, that althouyh Did^e^a iteelf .ay in fact have
helen-ed te Heroione, both HerniiDne and Dpidaurus claiued ri jhts in

•te .f the area lcnov,-n as the Didyuia. Ihe assumptionthe outlyini parts of ihe aroo.
•f the Birtvmia here hnor.n and that it is the toa®xthat xhai the limits of the Dinymia

,,.tent to .hioh oouuon rights penetrate south '
hem. defined may he the heat .ay of i—very

prohahle topographical identifications with the failure to specify
a northern border. altogether BECoi»na™8

The southern border itself, ho\.eVt.r, ^
molude the vnid Harbors In the area v.e have had

... ^,avlia. -Yhat then is the
-1 t-ifv Pane 3trouthous \7i Cspe Vouiii

That phrase maiies
aignifioance o ,,„uthouB; me common land is then
much more sense if Cape •• encroach

1-1. ..V, cii-ies of that ridge and cioes
-in-Fined to the gouthern slopconfinea uci _ j.

-h^rr'ttorv in the In plain . inis0 -^i-i Hourlan teriiioij,'on the j::ipidaurxtt -u.,„vifqnrvi to the area-
. <• „ northern but no southern boundary*(,n) moviding a nor

This line has the advantage if . l^^lourai,
, -for the most satisfactory — '

ahove the river, y - ^...^.txxxx^xi^
T5„t if thi5 area lie^ aion^

, ) borders of the Bidynia, hovr far into t e(northern and v/estern) —n;
H g it extend? The lieriiiionians, the t.Didyraia does ^j^ey af®

ne sure would have wanted thiswe 1'

omplainants,

iW3TV

' ll
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eUvdeii'oly odjectirii zo JjjiJaurian transgressions. Pinally,
hov; does iliQ line enclose an area "alonj zhe Gellas" ? The

difficulties here are even more serious -than v;ith line (la).

To yet ar'^und the absence of either a northern boundary

(v.ith line la) or a southern boundary (line lb) we can take

line (2) star tiny fron Gaye Iri and including Vourlia Bay, all the

v/ay zfi the pass, betv/een Salandi and Bidyxja; then the boleoi may

be understood as lining along the ridge of Boskaria near Lawbayana
dD*m t.5 the tip of the Altr.eterl Selanti. The area is then ooapletely
enclosed, Che northern and eastern border alonp this line, the

.jreater pert of the souchern border oonsistins of the sea. Tlie
phrase Ka^ fo^otyiiav ••• 'cars'/'t.i n,o^ uahos better sense, "strai.jht
into the sea co the south as the naterslflov/a {i.e. , iollo'..ini
the water-shed)", referring to .lost of the area included in the
boundaries andy parcioularl/ to the fact that the,oo.jijon territory
does not extend on the other oide of the ridge at Cape Iri and
into the Iri plain.

miat happens to the Sellas with this explanation? Clearly
it cannot be the ^ri or Bedeni river. At the east end of the
proposed area lies the valley of Salanti, running east-v.est for
about three hilohotres. The north side of the valley continues
along the coast as the south f^ ce of Avgo without a break up to
Cape yourlia (fig. 09 )• Thare are fields on the botto.o of the
valley ana grating on the considerable sl,opee of Brophetes Ilias „
to the north. Today it is farced by mdyxoiotes and reported t,
be good land . Arevua , dry in June, runs d-own the middle and

T., Tt iQ rut off f^^" Lsmbayana to the
there is a wide sandy beach. It

, V. -ren ricl^ex of Boskaria. The paoh between
s.outh by the steep and ba.tren ri .

c around by the point—a reasonable place fothe tv/.o valleys .goes arouna y

. . • I i .riiHfT7Wi^
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"boleoi • Salanti alco cul: olf froia Did/ijo "by a steGjj pass

(li-j.j. 70, 71, p. lOu). One can see liow the valley uijiit have been

a "ne-rjan'G land". 3y nature it 15 i-nre closely coni:9cted to che
I theBlopes|to the vest than to^^nearby Didyiao or Lambryana plains. Y/liat

Justii icatLon is there for identifying- it with 'lellas? Astreaja

does run down .the valley and it is not necessary^aoDcxxsH^ that
"Bellas" refer to a lax-e streau or the laryest streaia in the axea.
(T .ere is the possibility that the stream had Ei^^tronjer ilov at oi.e

above round
I it.ere ^'xxu x-' -j

ti:,e; the Di./.o pl. in has no neturshfuhlt^for water [witness tUe
sxiolc-loolos] and the head of the Sal&ti walley would have heen a
likely spot for the exi t of a katauothi on) •

Two other dr-'tails of the text are facilitated in their inter
pretation hy this identification: this area .lay be re.parded as part
of the Bidyhia, b«t the phrase ..pVa-./ 'h
ruPd ^rA. .lay he translated as ••heiny alony the horders of

• V.nitive .lodifylns xgri roi'̂the I.'idyiJia, " the tjenioive ^

The Bidytiia then is ail ^.i thin the der.ionid; this area, ou.side ox
it, lies alonj tae horders which are(t.arked hy)the holeoi li^-

V, „ ...ion- the al-.-ai koloural" need not refer toThe next phrase, don.j — ^

the border of the Bidy^ia hut .lodify ^«
territory lies alony the borders of the Bidysiia (which are such-

• -s-:,!'?! uu to "trouthous etc.
and such) and alony the akroi_k2llia-i-and-^uoi } .lacin - a couma after PhilanoreiaJ

(The distinction can he expressea y r " „ , - ti itself
,• at first si^ht to relate the nane oalanti •It is temptinj at first si^i

, / . . f„,a an oblioue case of the.ancie-
to ^ ^•

i-r --hp rese in laodejn f^rras, e ysq is so coiamonly ^ne ca^e ^
• can hardly he anythiny hut Turkishcdintp qri in C8.n ixcxuxjBut the miediate on.

„ ..«n torrent caused by Toxri,"selintf a , 'Tirvl is it possible
0 ncs , -n 1-1 ish T)I c ti oruhary ;. Is H' v

a torrent" (llovey's Turihi-.i-d.i ..
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Lhat tlis Turkish vnrd v,as applied here pjjon.j 8.11 euch torrenr beds

in the '̂̂ eruionid because if the Trreek name trkk^yra «

v/hich i.ii^ht also excounr for ohe accent, '^alanti : §elinti ?

The chief objection co this inoerprstation is the peculiarity

of finding con.non land r^achin.:- so far into apparently Ilerrjionian

territory. Ho, ever, Ileruione did not occupy this western district
stronply. The fort at Laribayana i.my have been to protect this land
b.srder as v/ell as t-) suerrt ths -beaohiad. The difficulty of the order
in v.,hioh fausanias s^eahs of Ttrouthous and then the toleoi .
ihilaiioreion, and Didy..ia, has been considered on ^ages 107 f. above.
I, be sure identiilcatlon of the cliffs Ktste leading up to Leveta
with the aVrai kolourai is attractive and favours line (1). But
in fav.our of line (2) andthe location of -vellas at lalanti is the
.jreater ease with which the text can be eoopleined, the distance from
Didy.00, and the/(j^.ence of any other border line in the te.xt of
the inscription.

can we reconcile these ar,yuueXand push the northern border
r. T ' -i 117-, ii the cliffs above the Iri river?

of f;n area includin,3 3alanui up
7-ivP th« ansver. ITo d^ubt other combinations

Only further les-v.xrk can ^ive
o.... u,„ ... ....... «"""•• •' •"

.'II
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